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“The Womanless Wedding”
£0 LAUGHS A MINUTE 60

ROCKLAND ALL MALE CAST
(All Dressed As Perfect Ladles)

THE TRAFFIC LIGHTS

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The
Free Press was established In 1855 and In
1801 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
-•

THURSDAY-FRIDAY, NOV. 7-8

•••

Benefit Parent-Teacher Association

•••

BIRD & RYE, Directors
PRICES—Grade Children, 25c; High School, 35c; Adults, 50c.
Reserved Seats, 75c
Reserved Seat Sale Opens At Chisholm’s Candy Store
Wednesday Morning, Nov. 6

|S

•••

Opposition may inflame the enthusiast, but never converts him.—Schlller.

•«.
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•••
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ITALIANS ARE CAUTIONED

DO IT

132-134

The State Department at Washington
is warning Italian-Americans of the
danger of being kept in their native
country if they return to Italy. Many
Italians who have not obtained full
American citizenship have not been
allowed to leave Italy when they re
turned to their homeland for a visit
ROCKLAND, ME. or on a trip. There are disturbing
reports coming to the State Depart
ment to the effect that naturalized
Americans have been impressed into
the Italian military reserves and not
allowed to return to the United
States. Evidently Italy is a goed
place for Italian-Americans to ap
proach with care.

NOW

It willsurpriseyou

At the Sign
North National Bank;

House-Sherman, Inc.
MAIN STREET

’85

Our Banking
Equipment

00

THE TARIFF SITUATION

A Genuine All Electric

The equipment of this Bank includes
the latest improved facilities that have
for their object the prompt and efficient
dispatch of business. Use our facilities
freely. Your Checking Account is in
vited.

Radio

33

North National Bank

Complete with T ubes and

Rockland, Maine

The control of the Senate by the
Democrats and Republican indepen
dents seems likely to result in
changes in the pending tariff bill
which will make it unsatisfactory to
the House of Representatives, or the
President. The House has already
passed its tariff bill. The Senate will
probably pass a version of the bill
that will have high rates on agricul
tural crops and rather low rates on
manufactured products.
In other
words Congress is likely to have two
tariff bills in wide disagreement with
one another. In such an event it seems
easy to believe Senators Reed and
Fess who have recently said that
there will be no tariff bill agreed upon
by this Congress.

The committee in charge of the
Baptist Men's League supper Nov. 21
comprises Mrs. Iva RIchan, chair
man; Mrs. Evelyn Bermison, Mrs. C.
E. Bicknell, Mrs. Nellie Prescott, Mrs
Alice Kaler, Mrs. C. Earle Ludwick.
Mrs. H. .1. Lymburner, Mrs. K. C.
Rankin. Mrs. Carl Morse, Mrs. Liliio
Haskell, Mrs. Winifred Ke'. ar, Mrs.
Lois Hagar and Mrs. Lillian Elaisd li.
The wise modern housewife shares
her burdens and lets The People's
Laundry, Tel. 170, do h,er family wash,
rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the
service prompt, the work excellent.
124-tf

Speaker, delivered to your

home for only $85.00.

The greatest value in high
grade radio ever offered.
Come in and see it or tele
phone 708 for a home dem
onstration.

“You Can’t Paint a House
With Applesauce”
Is a slogan of one of America’s largest paint
manufacturers. It can also be said that “You
Can’t Paint Cheeks to a Healthy Red With
Poor Foods.”
Blood is made only with
QUALITY Foods, such as

ARMISTICE BALL
TEMPLE HALL

Monday, Nov. 11
Auspices:

Winslow-Holbrook Post, No. 1,

usicvj

Golden Heart Bread

ROCKLAND, ME.

American Legion

■r ,

Adm 50c

A

DEAN’S ORCHESTRA

Adm 50c
133-135

“The Best Bread in Maine”

Excursion to Boston
$

&
$
fe

, over

ARMISTICE DAY
ALL RAIL

$7.21

X'
?!

ROUND TRIP
from

fe

ROCKLAND
Tickets good going

Friday Nov. 8
Returning to

$

November 18
fe

A Progressive Bank Where Friendliness Prevails
The public has a wide choice when selecting a bank.

Wii

inclusive
Ask agent for
complete details

$

MAINE

CRentral
ailroad

Many insti

tutions are well equipped to handle any transaction, but beyond the
more routine of banking there are other important considerations.

The right banking connection becomes a constructive factor in the
upbuilding of commercial or industrial concerns.

$

For Sale

It is a founda

tion stone in the structure of every successful business.
The steady growth of this bank is the result of a satisfied clientele.

It is possible to establish close relationships with executive officers
and there is more friendliness and less formality than is usual.

You are invited to use the complete service of this progressive

&
&

The Crocker Homestead
LOW PRICE FOR IMMEDIATE SALE

$

Security Trust Co.
Rockland
Union

Camden
Rockport

RESOURCES OVER $4,500,000.00

Pig Iron and By-Products From Use of Bituminous Coal To
Be Manufactured Here
As a result of a contract recently
made between the Roekland & Rock

port Lime Corp., and the Byproduct
I' uel Co., Rockland is to have a new

iadustry of considerable importance.
Under the terms ot the contract By
product Fuel Co. will construct a
plant on the Northend kiln property
for the production of pig iron and
laluable by-products obtained from
the gasification and combustion of
bituminous coal.
One of these by-products will be
a large quantity of fuel gas, which
will be used for burning lime in the
kilns of the lime corporation. Clean
industrial fuel gas of this particular
character, of uniform quality and de
livered under uniform pressure, is
lhe ideal fuel for lime burning. Gas
of this character has heretofore been
unavailable to the lime burner due
to the prohibitive high cost under any
previously conceived method of man
ufacture.
By the methods which will be emplcyed by the Byproduct Fuel Co. this
gas is produced as a by-product of
the process, and will be sold to the
Lime Corporation on the basis of a
unit price, which will materially les
sen the important item of fuel cost
per .ton of lime produced.

QUALITY WORK
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE

Walter Dorgan, TeL 106-R

Square end Round Dancee

Smalley’s New Orchestra

If 1 had to live my life again I would have
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The loss
of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.

ANNOUNCING

SPECIAL

INDIAN SUMMER

DEMONSTRATION

BONAT AND NAIVETTE CROCQUINOLE

PRICE LOW FOR QUICK SALE

PERMANENT WAVES

IS
Apply to

Tel. 77

Rockland, Me.
132-133

MA BELLE BEAUTY SHOPPE
WEEK OF NOVEMBER

These are the nays when birds come back
A very few. a bird or two.
To take a backward look.

These arc the days when skies nut on

r

ft' : old - ftpl

. t» ftf T I

A blue and »old mi t
Oh. fraud that cannot cheat the bee.
Almost thy plausibility
Induces my belief.

a demonstrator will be at

Robert U. Collins

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

133-It

John Lovejoy Homestead

375 Main street

The plant of the Byproduct Fuel
Co. will comprise a small sized blast
furnace, for the purpose of convert
ing iron ore into commercial pig iron.
This furnace will differ from, the
standard iron blast furnace in that it
is much smaller in size and will em
ploy bituminous coal Instead of coke
for fuel.
The plant will also Include the nec
essary equipment for cleaning the
fuel gas and recovering therefrom
various light tar oils and chemicals,
and pitch.
A similar contract has been made
by the Byproduct Fuel Co. for the
construction of a plant in Cambridge, i
Mass., where the gas will be used as
fuel in the brick kilns of the New
England Brick Co. These two plants
will be pioneer installations of this
particular process in the United
States. The process is common prac
tice in Scotland, where It has been
conducted on a successful basis for
a great many years.
The plant of the Byproduct Fuel
Co. will furnish employment for
about 36 men.
It Is contemplated that the work
of constructing the new plant, and
necessary modification of the lime
kilns will be completed ready for
regular operation In tho fall of 1930.

The Courier-Gazette is today au
thorized to announce that James F.
Carver will be a candidate in the Re
publican caucus for renomination as
the parly’s candidate for mayor.
Urged months ago to take that step
Mayor Carver has remained silent
until it became fully evident that no
body else was seeking the office.
Under such circumstances he feels
free to ask the endorsement of Rock
land citizens.
Many taxpayers will hail his deci
sion with keen satisfaction on the
ground that Mr. Carver has striven
to keep the expenditures within
bounds and yet give the public, as far
as humanly possible^ those privileges
to which most of us feel entitled in
this day of conveniences.
It has not been possible to extend
all of the privileges, for it would have
involved a very considerable in
crease of the tax rate. Some expendi
tures have been refused purely on the
SAYS HE SET THREE FIRES
ground that His Honor did not feel
that they would be fair to the tax
payers at large.
The rank and file of Rockland vot Charlie Reynolds, 12, Is Apparently the Firebug Who Has
ers may well feel justified in the be
Given Camden Such a Scare
lief that their Interests have been
well protected and that they do feel
so is evident from the voluntary
praise they have ljestowed upon
Camden's reign of terror, resulting mg. In his manner there was no at
Mayor Carver.
from five incendiary fires in as many tempt at bravado or defiance. He
weeks, was believed to have been told his story with utmost frankness,
THE GRADE SCHOOLS checked yesterday with the arrest of and to the listeners It was not easy
Charles Reynolds, a 12-year-old Sixth lo associate crimes of that importance
Camden Street Pupils Are grade schoolboy who calmly admitted with the clear-eyed lad whose ap
Also Making Very Fme to Deputy Sheriff C. Baric Ludwick pearance ws ■ so n!to"oUp lib--.'bl
it developed that be was sent to
ti.ut lit h-.il set three ol .lit- fir-. -.
Records
The first of these was in the lum Opportunity Farm, New Gloucester
Grades 3 and 4, Camden street, ber yard of Hobbs & Brown where when he was eight years old and
Caroline Fuller, teacher.
tlie fire did some damage to the saw served three years because of an
Pupils listed on the dental honor
offense which he says he did not com
mill before it was discovered.
roll are: Marguerite Gray, Clarence
The second fire which the boy con mit. He grew to like the life at -Op
Yeager, Theodore Ames, Feme Britto,
' Stanley Farnham, Charles Raye. fesses that he set was in a small portunity Farm, however, and while
Pupils who have had perfect attend wooden building owned by J. W. he told the reporter yesterday that ho •
ance for the first six-week ranking
did not expect to get oaught for set
period are Theodore Ames, Fern© Ingraham, used as a storehouse for
ting the Camden fires that he would
Britto, Mary Dodge, Stanley Farn doors and windows.
ham. Pearle Hawksworth, Henry
The third fire was the lad's second not feel at all badly about being sent
Dodge, Marguerite Gray, Francis
attempt to destroy the saw-mill in back to New Gloucester, which was
Small, Frederick Small and Clarence
where he expected to be sent if he did
Hobb’s & Brown’s lumber yard.
Yeager.
During the past week the children
In one instance hay from a neigh get caught.
have been pleased to welcome a new boring barn was used to give the fire
The only reason, he assigned for
I pupil, Harry Murphy, who came from
a good start and in another shavings setting the fires was an essentially
Stockton Springs.
Every Friday morning the pupils were employed.
boyish one. He thought it was “kind
go to Room 1 and unite with the chil
After Sunday night’s fire suspicion of funny," he said.
dren there in opening exercises. Re
fell /Upon the Reynolds boy, his
He denied very positively that hit
cently tlie Fourth grade gave a dramiatization of a recent lesson in read- brother Walter, aged 14, and Clyde companions had anything to do with
I ing, entitled “How
the leaves Ladd, aged 15. The trio was given a setting the fires In which he was con
Turned.”
Next Friday morning, grilling by Deputy Sheriff Albert
cerned, but admitted that he did tell
Mary Dodge is to play a piano solo.
These morning exercises are much Gray, Chief of Police W. S. Dyer and them about one of them. On that oc
Town Manager Herbert A. Thomas.
enjoyed by teachers and pupils.
casion the boys had been rowing about
• • • *
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick was called Camden harbor, and put Oharlie
Sub-Primary. Grades, I and 2. Into the case yesterday morning and ashore to get some kindling wood.
Camden street, Addie R. Rogers,
learned enough to convince him that On his return he intimated that he
teacher.
Pupils listed on the dental honor Charlie Reynolds was at least the had been using kindling wood, and
roll are Norma Richards, Helene ring-leader. He took the boy in the reddening sky gave proof of his
Carnes, Janice Farnham. Donald custody, and on the way to the Coun
tale.
Curtis, Josephine Farrington. Earle
Allen, Russell Ames, Grace Richards. ty Jail Charlie confessed to having
The trial before Judge Miller was In
Claribel Leach, Viola Ames.
started three of the fires, although progress when this paper went to
Pupils who have had perfect at stoutly maintaining that he knew
press. It was expected that the boy
tendance for the first half-term are
Berley Bartlett, Marie Dodge, Vir rothilng about the fire which de would be committed to the State In
ginia Donohue, Jane Packard, James stroyed the saw-mill of the Camden dustrial School for Boys In South
Yorke, Edwin Raye, Russell Ames, Yacht Building & Railway Co.
Portland.
Laura Candage. Roger Conant. Don
The lad talked freely with a Cou
Charlie Reynolds' confession will
ald Curtis. Janice Farnham. Norma
Richards. Barle Allen. Barbara Rob rier-Gazette reporter after being relieve the minds of those Camden
inson,
Barbara Bartlett, Helene brought to this city yesterday morn- residents who paid heed to reports
Carnes, Ruth Packard.
in the daily papers that a madman
The honor roll in Second grade
was operating there.
spelling hears the names of Richard
Donohue. Ruth Packard, Helene
LATER—The Reynolds boy was
D ANCE
Carnes, Barbara Bartlett.
arraigned before Judge Miller this
At the close of school Thursday
EVERY FRIDAY EV’G
afternoon, the children were greatly C. L. U. HALL, CLARK ISLAND morning, pleaded "guilty” and was
surprised and delighted upon learn
ordered comibltted to the State
Refreshments Served
ing that a Halloween party wq.s in
School for Boys in South Portland,
This
Week
and
Hereafter
progress. The room was attractively
130-T-Th-tf
with alternative sentence of six
decorated with orange and black
months in Knox County Jail if he
crepe paper. The shades were drawn
and the room was lighted with jackproves Incorrigible.
o'-lanterns. Games were played and
Clyde Ladd and Walter Reynolds,
each child received a Halloween mask
who were with Charlie Reynolds
and a little basket of candies.
Sunday evening, but who had no part
Benefit Bridge, auspices Willing
in setting the fire, were given a
Workers of Uni versa list Church,
thorough
grilling by Judge Miller.
Thursday at Copper Kettle at 2.30 p.
at
Both admitted having set fires some
m. Tickets 50 cents.—adv.
Community Hall
years previously, and Walter Rey
nolds, brother of the respondent, also
Spruce Head, Me.
served three years at Opportunity
GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Maine
THURSDAY, NOV. 7
Farm because of that crime.

69-70

On Holmes street. Seven room house with modern
improvements. Good barn. Property in good con
dition. Four extra lots of land.

Vinalhaven
Warren

INDUSTRY COMING

DANCE

On Orange street. Double tenement house, eight
rooms, each side. Modern improvements.

bank.

NEW

WILLING TO RUN

Established On Rockland
Streets For Thirty Days’
Trial
The traffic light system Which has
already been adopted by t/lie majority
of Maine cities is being installed here
on trial. The signals at the corner ot
Fark and Main streets were in re a 1iness for service Saturday night and
the automatic handling of the traffic
was accomplished with unexpected
smooth nes$. It is quite probable that
a majority of Knox County motorists
have visited localities which have the
"System and are already familiar with
its requirements, but of course there
are also many to whom tlie signals
ai\d method of handling them are new.
The locations selected for trial pur
poses arc: Corner of Union and Park
streets, corner of Park and Main
streets, corner of Elm and Wtinter
streets, corner of Fpring street and
Tillson avenue, corner of Limerock
and Lindsey streets. These have rot
been finally decided upon, in case
the system :s adopted, but are regard
ed as the most likely places for ex
perimental purposes.
A month's
trial w’ill be given.
The yellow light serves merely as
a warning that the red light is about
to be flashed on, but at the corner of
Park and Main streets may later be
adjusted to serve as a signal for pe
destrians.
Right hand turns must not be made
while the red light is on.
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THREE CENTS A COPY

II

PHONE 683-W FOR APPOINTMENT
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Till ranks of seeds their witness bear.
And softly through the altered air
Hurries u timid leaf!

i
I

Oh, sacrament of summer days.
Oh. last communion In the haze.
Permit a child to Join.
Thy sacred emblems to partake
Thy consecrated bread to break.
Taste thine immortal wine!
r- Emily Dickenson.

Rockland Courier Gazette, Tuesday, November 5, 1929

Page Two
Amateur night will he observed
'I hursday of this week at Park Theatre will liberal cash prlzer. This is
put on in connection with New Eng
land's Publix Booster Week.

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland, Me., Nov 5, 1929.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie. who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman in the
office of Thu Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Nov. 2. 1929, there was
printed a total of 6,240 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

It is not always wise to disclaim
ability. Recently at a beefsteak sup
per at the Montgomery cottage staged
by some of the F.-C.-D. folk Mrs.
Alice Kalloch begged off on the steak
frying (at which she is adept) and
volunteered to wash the dishes. She
was taken literally and finally finished a young mountain of dishes and
| silver, unassisted.
’

A good man obtaineth favor of the
Lord: but a man of wicked devices will
he condemn.—Proverbs 12:2.
The new industry which is to have
installation at the Xocthend—the
story is told upon another page—will
add to that quarter a note of activity
whose influence must be felt in all
parts of the city. That Rockland
should be made a point for the pro
duction of commercial pig iron would
be far from the imagination of our
people and for that reason the an
nouncement will be greeted with the
greater enthusiasm. Our city shares
with Cambridge the commercial hon
or of being the first to see installed
in this country the process which has
long been successfully employed in
Scotland.

SPECIALS
Fill the Candy Dish with
one of these Specials and
Tune in on Station

C-A-N-D-Y
Peanut Dainties,
lb.
Peanut Clusters,
lb.
Peanut Butter Blows
lb.
Hard Candies,
lb.

39c
35c
27c

We had the pleasure of riding home
29c
from Boston on (fie train that bears
the happy appellation of The Flying
These candies are fresh'
Yankee. You board the train at 9.30
made in our own factory
of the clock in the morning, a com
fortable city hour that affords a leasurely breakfast, followed by a sedate
journey to the station. There a pullCONFECTIONERS
man ear awaits you, a pullman car
Opposite Waiting Room
that instead of tossing you inhospi
tably off at the intermediate station
of Brunswick, bears you neatly for
ward to the Journey’s end, a touch of
The frame of the I.udwig house en
winter schedule luxury which Rock
North Main and James streets is up
land travelers have long been denied. and boarded in.
And at the conclusion of it all—the
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to
swift, smooth passage of the train,
night. with supper at 6.15 o'clock
the elimination of irksome stops, the
followed by the usual business scis
serving of your lunch by an attentive sion.
waiter—your eyes, looking upon the
countenance of a watch, note the
The W.C.T.V. will meet Friday at
, ,
,
,
„,
2.30 at Mrs. William Brawn's. 276
amazing fact that you have made the,
.
’Broadway. The topic is The Value of
trip In only five minutes more than Our Literature." Miss Helen York
five hours. We say amazing, for so leader.
it is to those of us who hark back to
There will be i meeting of the
the not far distant time when the rail
managers of the Home for Aged Wo
journey between the two points called men Thursday afternoon at 2.30 at
lor eight hours of your valuable time. the home of Mrs. Frank W. Fuller,
Truly the management of the Boston Talbot avenue.

CHISHOLM BROS.

TALK OF THE TOWN

and Maine and the Maine Central
have brought to this corner of the
country the blessing of modern rail
roading. an improvement in travel
of which we trust our people are fully
sensible.

Ralph W.
employed in
terville. has
fish market
city.

Richards, who has been
the A.&P. market, Wa
established a meat and
on Temple street that

The Woman's Missionary Society
connected with the First Baptist
Now we are upon the trail of Church will meet Wednesday after
noon at 2.30 in the chapel, with Mrs.
Indian Summer. There are those by Cassens as leader.
whom this agreeable autumnal mani
festation is hailed as of the month
The Republican caucuses will be
October. Not so. the best authorities held next week, the ward caucuses on
agree, and with them the poet is in Wednesday night, and the mayoralty
caucus (in the City Government
accord who sings;
rcoms) Thursday night. The time in
Just before the death of the flowers
every instance is 7.30 p. m.

The dramatic story of Private Peet bowling season. Adriel U. Bird rewas retold at the Forty Club' yester- ' cilved a vigorous hand when It was
day by Louis A. Walker, who re- announced that one of his horses un
viewed the remarkable work in the der the banner of S. K. Ames Stores,
interests of peace education being won first prize and the blue ribbon
done by the famous war-shattered from a large field at the recent Boslittle man. Mr. Walker proved an ton Horse Show. The speaker at next
able champion of Private Peefs oft week's meeting, which will he held
emphasized urge that artists, dra- Nov. 12. will be Dr. II. V. Tweedie
matists and poets unite to make peace talking on his Alaskan experiences.
more romantic >han war, and that
Free instruction is given in the
the foundational work for permanent
peace he built through the histories making of lamp shades, paper (lowers
used in the schools
every country, and favors in our workroom every
Reports on the" annual play were re- afternoon. Huston-Tuttle Company,
129-134
celved and plans discussed for the —adv.

Every-Other-Day
Rockland Commercial College
E. Black of the Prudential Life In
surance Company addressed the stu
dents one morning last wo /., rela
tive to the importance of
busin s
training to every n an and woman,
regardless i f w nat ills future plans
I may he. To fully realize '.he value
of this training, statistics have been
given to prove that every ho ur put In
school, is worth $35. that is if each
hour Is rightly spent. When the stu
dent secures'a fine position, lie lias
thi highest praise for the school, but
if he fails, he says the school is no
good. It is entirely up to the student

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
For one week only—a special selling of bedroom suites at exceptional
savings. Suites that embody all of the season’s most popular style
features, suites of superb workman Sip and character, at savings you
cannot afford to overlook if you need bedroom furniture. A small
depet't delivers the suite you choose. Balance on convenient terms.

Snow Will
Soon Be Flying

©F bedroom

Winter is just around the ccrnfer.
Beautiful winter when all out-ofdoors ‘is touched with a magi::
whiteness that glistens and glows
and radiates purity, cheerfulness
and health.

It is therefore your duty, your
obligation to furnish your home so
your family will love it.
May we h«lp you?

Simmons Bed

SUITES!

A VERY ATTRACTIVE
BEDROOM SUITE!
II

$89

*

I

@L

Remarkable one-week opportunity—fea
tured at an extraordinary low price! Of
rich-looking, quality walnut veneers and
other choice woods! Graceful, full-size
bed, spacious chest and your choice of
cmait dresser or French vanity! Charm
ingly paneled in a new manner! Flan to
see this fine suite this week at our store!
Here is a real quality at the greatest of sav
ings—this week!

i

i

SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS IT!

$10.98

BRAND NEW STYLE IN
TWO-TONE FINISH!

One of the most graceful designs
of this famous make! Cane-effect
panels! Of steel in brown color!

$98

Charge To Your Account

\
’ . 1
1
This Week—on special sale at an ex
tremely low price for Bedroom Day! A
totally new design of unusual quality and
impressive appearance at only $98! Dis
tinctive full-size, return-rail bed; chest
with two separate decks, and your choice
of roomy dresser or French style vanity
with swinging mirror. Built of walnut
veneers and other fine woods in lovely
two-tene finish! Extra value!
SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS IT!

And before they are buried in snow.
There i-orncih a t'. iti.al aeaaoa.
When nature is all aglow :
Aglow with 'lie mystical splendor
That rivals the brightness of spring.
Aglow with u beauty more tender
Than aught that summer can bring.

Good progress is being made on
the residence which is being built for
A. L. Briggs on South Main street, a
short distance to the northward of
These are the settings that Novem- the Owl's Head line. A solid ledge
, ...
.
,, n as blasted to furnish the foundation,
ber supplie- to the fading months of | The ]ocatlon ,8 an idea, one com.
autumn. and it is between this and manding a clear view of Rockland
the annual festival of Thanksgiving harbor.
that our eyes shall come to be glad- j
~ „
The auxiliary of Sons of L mon
dened thereby.
; yeterans meets tomorrow right, with
--------------------, supper at 6 o’clock. Mrs. Emma Hail
We were recently noting in this I chairman.
Installation of officers
column the old-time Thomaston deep- lakes plac<“' wlth Mrs' ^renee Hob.
inson of Batn, department secretary,
water sea captain who softened the ;
the lngtaIlln(t offlcer. An Invita.
asperities of long voyaggs by famil tion has been extended to the Cair.iarizing himself with the poets, his den auxiliary. As the occasion is an
memory a storehouse of the great important one, all cf the officers are
requested to be present.
writings of earlier days. What a
splendid equipment against the tedi- j Penobscot View Grange, at its last
um of months at sea, an equipment meeting experienced deep regret at
that one would scarcely hope to seet*avlns Joac£»Pt the r«eignatlon of
Frank H. Ingraham, who. In his casupplied out of ones modern read- pacity as lecturer the past two years.
Jng, more's the pity. And there's the i has provided this enterprising Grange
region of song as well. What has ' with programs which have combined
profit, instruction and certainly
become of the old sweet pieces that
humor. There was the real ring to
used to gladden the soul of man? We the vote of thanks which was extend
note the recent plaint of Amos R. ed to Mr. Ingraham. Miss Jeannette
Wells, who asking himself what has Philbrook was installed as his suc
cessor. Thursday night of this week
taken their places answers, absolute a harvest supper will be served and
ly nothing, thanks to free verse and there will be work on the first and
second degrees.
jazz, and he adds:
The young men and maidens used
Thirty-odd members of Knox
to be singing and whistling all over
town, as it is their nature to do if Lodge. I.O.O.K., visited Asylum Lodge
they have half a chance; but now : in Augusta Friday night* when the
they have nothing to sing, and they Rockland degree team conferred the
are mute. The silly words of the ■ third upon eight candidates from
popular songs, will not, fortunately, Sanborn Lodge of Hallowell. Charles
stay In the memory, and the silly E. Gregory occupied the noble grand's
tunes will not cling to the mind. Once chair, and there was no end of comIn a long wiiih a line hangs on. like rliments for the degree staff which
“Yes, I have no bananas,” but it has made such splendid progress this
ain’t got no sense to attach it to any year under the skilled direction of
other line, and no one ain't got no idea Allen V. Sawyer. Odd Fellow epi
what it means. I grieve over this curean capacities were well tested by
state of affairs, for it is a sad loss j the offering of baked lieans, hot rolls,
to the present generation. Are the cold roast pork, vegetables, pastry,
poets all dead? Have the song pub etc., made by the Augusta Rebekahs.
lishers no regard for beauty? Has
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T.. Wilsor.
the world gone quite mad?
We of the older generation are have sold their residence in Camden
to Whitehall. Inc., and oh their re
convinced that the present day is not turn frem Florida in the saving. will
getting out of music something that locate in Portland. Mr. and Mrs. Wil
we used to know, a conviction pain son leave for West Palm Bruch Nov.
fully forced home as one listens to the 15 accompanied hv Mr. Wilson’s sis
ter. Mrs. Lillian Giles, who v.id spend
vulgar and unmusical inanities of the i her first season in the sunny South
j Tiie trip will be made by motor. A
radio.
, number of social functions .*-ie beinc
We observe in the accompanying given for the Wilsons on the eve of
' their departure. These have inciudi 1
article of our popular weekly feature
a dinner given by Mr. and Mrs. A. V
dealing with the characteristics and Elmore of Camden, a luncheon by Mr.
achievements of that patient and ar.d Mrs. Charles R Coombs of Bed
long-suffering friend of man, the hen fast and a luncheon by Mis. I.. M.
I Chandler.
that Doctor LeGear makes allusion
to “the sitting hen." and “sitting
the hack of a kitchen chair is a sitcoops." Here arises again a question

•with which the world lias long been ting hen. When conjoined with a setvexed. We dare say families have ling (not a sitting) of eggs, her mind
been broken up through discussion cf' and soul set upon achieving the miraii. When engaged in the procesi cle of incubation, she is a setting hen,
associated with yearnings for mater and no stretch of grammar can make
nlty, is she a sitting hen or a setting anything else of her. We should
ben? Our own opinion in the mat value an expression of views upon
ter is crystal clear. A hen who (or the part of our Knox County eggriwliich) settles down upon^tlie roost i culturists.

Ames of Thomaston; Norman Kal! bell . Gertrude Ladd and Kathlya
McIntyre of Rockland; Herbert Mills
(if Camden; Clarence Whltz of Warr, n and Bessie Woolworth of North
' Haven.
-----■ Armistice nigljt, according to a
j happy local custom. Is set aside for
Winslow-Holbrook Post's Armistice
Ball which will 1> held this year in
Temple hall. Many feature attrac• tlons have been prepared by the busy
, Legionnaires and Monday night’s
I dance promises to be the best in the
I pleasant series.
I

ONE WEEK-SENSATIONAL

Then it is that the home hour be
comes a thing of precious senti
ment. Then it is that the love cf
home is implanted in the hearts of
children. Then it is that the im
pulse of family traditions is inspred
from whence springs the memories
cf after-years.

whether he makes good or not. A
teacher may help and guide, hut cannot make brains. When a student
l.els that lie is not getting the bi-e. ks
tiiat he sh >uld, there is always toe
teacher or someone to help him and
he will get Just what he goes after—
Evening school now has tills enrollment: Esther Hendrickson. Charlotte
Kaler, I.esa Iloblnson. Margaret
St ow, all of Rockland; Hazel Parke.
and Annie Thurston of Rockville; Lillian Clark of Camden; George Crockett, Ronald Billings, E. Sam Dow and
Cecil Rhodes of Rockport.—New entries in the day school are Edgar

Simmons Da-Bed

$22.95
Think of it—a coil-spring day bed
with steel frame in brown color that
opens to full size! Pad included!
Convenient Terms

BEDROOM SUITE OF
REAL DISTINCTION!

$129

, 66x80 in. Blankets

$3.98 pr.
Save this week! Large size! Of
warm, fluffy cotton in plaid effects!
Assorted colors! Overedged! Pa r!

Extraordinary value at this Bedroom
Week Sale price. Very distinctive, re
fined design with an amazing amount of
quality and style built-in yet priced at only
$129. The bed is the new semi-poster de
sign, full sized, a handsome dresser with
large elate mirror, a five drawer chiffon
ier and a French vanity with large plate
mirrors. AH 4 pieces for this price. Made
of fine valnut and other cabinet woods
with matched grain. Two tone finish.
SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS IT!

STARTLING VALUE! RICH
DESIGN AND FINISH!

Charge To Your Account

$139
Outstanding style at a special saving in
this great One Week Sale. Designed and
built by skilled craftsmen One cf those
rare examples that impress its worth at a
glance. Carefully huilt of choice walnut
veneers and other fine woods. Full sized
bed, handsome dresser with large plate
mirror, roomy chiffonier and one of the
new Hollywood vanities. A truly great
opportunity to buy a beautiful suite at a
low price.
SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS IT!

Card Tables

95c
With moire top! Folding style cf
fine wood in mahogany color! Nick
eled braces, corners!
Convenient Terms

urn

A GLENWOOD FURNACE That

Will Heat 6-RoomHoroe $ 4
.:

Installed Ready for Use (A Year to Pay)
i

■

Sv-'

301 Main Street

Rockland. Maine |

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMINO NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Nov. 6—“The Pull Back,’’ comedy given by
Ladles' Aid of the Littlefield Memorial
Church.
• Nov. 7-8—“The Womanless Marriage” High
School auditorium, auspices Parent-Teacher
Association.
Nov. 8—Rubinstein Club’s guest day.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 11-17—National Education Week.
Nov. 12—C’hapin Class bridge party at Mrs.
E. K. Stoddard’s.
Nov. 12-13—-Fruit show, auspices of Knox
and Lincoln Farm Bureau, Temple hall.
Rockland.
Nov. 13—Educational Club picnic with Mrs.
Minnie Miles.
Nov. 13—Republican ward caucuses.
Nov. 14—Republican Mayoral;} caucuses.
Nov. 12—Annual meeting of Rockland Coun
try Club.
Nov. 18—Old County Fair at Grand Armyhall.
Nov. 18-19—Forty Club play “Meet the
Wife” at High School auditorium.
Nov. 19-21—Joint agricultural show in Lew
iston.
Nov. 20—Baptist Men’s League.
Nov. 21—Annual meeting ’of Chamber of
Commerce at Hotel Rockland.
Nov. 21—Unlversalist Fair.
Nov. 22-23—Camden— Megunticook Grange
fair.
Nov. 22-23—Rockport town hall—Carnival,
benefit senior class of high school.
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 29-30—Camden Megunticook Grange
Fair.
Dec. 4—Christmas Bazaar at St. Peter’s
Church.
Dec. 4—Rockport Ladles’ Aid, M. E.
Church Christmas fair.
Dec. 11—Annual fair, Methodist church.
Dec. 11—Rockport Baptist Ladles’ sewing
circle fair.
Dec. 23—Christmas.

Penobscot Bay scallops again j
figure on the Rockland bill of fare.
A small fleet is reporting fairly suc
cessful catches.
The Opportunity Class will meet in
the Baptist Church parlors Thurs
day evening at 7.30, with Mrs. Hattie
Richards and Mrs. Evelyn Crocket:
as hostesses.

Strand Theatre was fairly mobbed
last night by crowds eager fo see j
"The Hollywood Revue.”
Famous
film stars "do their stuff” in a man.
ner that delighted the audiences.

Mrs. Margaret Higgins formerly of
Rockland, died suddenly Sunday in
Portsmouth, N. H. Funeral services
will be held at the home of her sister.
Mrs. George E. McLaughlin this aft
ernoon at 2.30.
Mrs. E. F. Ginn of Portland, who
was spending the weekend at her
Ginn’s Point cottage, picked a large
bouquet of nasturtiums Saturday,
and shared her late season find with
The Courier-Gazette.

Mrs. Alberta Farnljnm and Miss
Frances Welch of Northport and sis
ter, Mrs. Clara Stinson of Belfast,
were guests of Mrs. Mary E. Messer
Sunday. Miss Welch will spend the
w inter with Mrs. Messer.

Edwin Libby Relief Corps holds its
weekly meeting Thursday, with sup
Harry Small has reopened his bar per at 6 o'clock, Mrs. Ella McMillan,
chairman. The Corps is to be in
ber shop at Hotel Rockland.
spected by Mrs. Hairiet Hill of Free
Fred P. Haskell has l^en made port, State inspector, and there will
manager of the Brook*A. & P. market. be an interesting program at the cloao
of business.
____
#
There is to be a public bridge party
The Burpee Furniture team defeat
Thursday afternoon at the Copper
ed the Street Rrfilway 1081 to 1040 at
Kettle.
Carr’s alleys last night Lane was
Megunticook Grange has set the high line with a total of 307.—The
date of its fair ahead one week, to qash prizewinners at Carr’s last
week were Campbell, 143; Grover and
Nov. 29 and 30.
PUts, tied with 124; Norton. 120; C.
*
_____
II. W./Thorndike, Capt. F. I* Green Smalley and Jacobs tied on 117.
and Orrin F. Smith are ln the North
The Woman's Auxiliary of St.
Woods on a week’s hunting trip.
Peter’s Church will have a special
Wilbur S. Cross, letter carrier is meeting In the parish rooms Thurs
having his annual vacation, which, as day afternoon at 2.30. There are
usual he is devoting to a hunting trip. plans to be made and much work to
be done for the Christmas Bazaar
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E S. meets Dec. 4. to be held in the parish rooms.
Friday, with supiy r at 6 o'clock, Mrs. All committees are expected to attend
Grace Hollins chairman. There wlil this meeting.
he exemplification of the work for the
At the City Government meeting
lenefit of visiting chapters from
last night Edwin U. Price was ek-ctDamariscotta and Tenant's Harbor
ed patrolman for three years From
April 1. 1929. Charles McAuliffe was
Wednesday will be a busy day for appointed special
policeman for
the Ladies’ Aid of the Littlefield Me Park Theatre. Victualer’s licenses
morial Church. At 1.30 members are were granted to Edwin D. Kendrick.
to meet in the vestry for re.ief sew 4 Park street; and A, W. Boynton on
ing. At 6 o'clock regular circle sup Tillson avenue near Underwood plant.
per will b» served. Non-membOis An order for a light on James street
are admitted. At 7.45 a fine enter was passed. The salary resolve was
tainment will be given.
passed to be engrossed.

City Clerk E. R. Keene an
nounces that he has received
a supply of the new hunting
licenses,
regarding
which
there had been so many in
quiries. The cost of a hunt
ing license is 65 cents. It ex
pires with the close of the
present year.

Saturday, evening the L.T I.,' chit
(Then journeyed to Owl's Head aim
met'With the Owl's Head L.1 L, un
der the direction of Mrs. Carlson, at
the home of Mrs. Parker Merriam. A
regular meeting was conducc-d by the
local president, I.illa Shuman. Mrs
Clara Emery general secretary tol.l
about the project of "Wlorlrt Friend
ship Among Children.” to send treestire boxes to the school children in the
Philippines, and get acquainted,
flames were enjoyed. Thanks is ex
tended to Mrs. Lottie Gregory and
Theodore Sylvester for the use it
cars to transport the children

The newly organized City League
opened the bowling season last night
at Carr’s alleys, the Burpee’s defeat
ing the Street Railway delegation be
fore an enthusiastic gallery. Tonight
the Forty Club and Federal teams
will clash, while the Central Maine
and Lawrence Cement quintets are
battling. The City League has eight
reams and an efTort is being.made to
organize a county league of six
teams.

Dr. Neil A. Fogg has returned from
an extended vacation trip which took
him first to Provincetown as the
guest of his uncle, Commander Don
ald B. MacMillan, who between
household chores, was busy on Ills
new book and preparing for his lec
ture tour which will keep him busy
from now until May. Incidentally
tliis tour will take him to the
Hawaiian Islands during the winter.
The famous explorer will hit the Arc
tic trail again next summer, hut has
laid down no definite plans for the
trip. Dr. Fogg went from Provincetown to Illinois, where he visited two
sisters Who are teaching in Wil
lamette, and where he attended with
3.000 other doctors th© convention of
the American College of Surgeons.
A week’s visit in Boston on the home
ward journey completed the vaca
tion to which Dr. Fogg's many and
exacting duties'had entitled him.

In the familiar tan colored dress
which It has worn for 112 years the
Maine Farmers’ Almanac for 1930
comes to the calendar editor's desk,
direct from the office of the publish
ers, Charles E. Nash & Son of Au
gusta. The departments for which
this almanac is well known contain
their usual valuable information, and
it is a book which should be in every
home, even if we do not take too seri
We have three new items which we
ously thosp weather predictions are featuring at 50c. A cake salver,
which are figured more than a year 2-handled salad bowl and a large
ahead. We always give the eclipse rolled edge fruit bowl. Just the thing
page the once over, and find that it for bridge prizes. Gonia’s.—adv.
says there will be four, in this order:
April 13, partial eclipse of the moon,
visible in Rockland; April 28, a cen
tral eclipse of the sun, visi
ble as a partial eclipse in Rockland;
Oct. 7, a partial eclipse of the moon,
invisible in Rockland; Oct. 21, a to
tal eclipse of the sun visible as such
out in, the Pacific Ocean and as a
partial eclipse in the southern ex
tremity of South America. Perhaps
by that t|me Pilot Bill Wincapaw wil!
l»e running airplane excursions front
Rockland to Capa Horn.

4-4.4.44.4-4-4.

FOR

ARMISTICE

MUM
TIME

Special! Now!
Very Special
Mow—the complete modern enter
tainer! In one lovely compact cab
inet. From air or record, volume to
fill the largest room, muted to. •
, whisper at your touch! >
We’ve already put the New VictorKadio-Electrola in many prominent
homes. Terms to suit. Come in.

MAINE MUSIC CO.
L ,

Rockland

We have sorpe very fine chrys
anthemum pot plants coming into
bloom and we want to put them
into your homes now to that you
may have the extra pleasure of
teeing them develop. The price
it $2.00. Buy now and get more
than full value for your money.

’’
The
Little Flower Shop
“SILSBY’S"
399 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 318-W

V

Our

Fall

LOUIS R. CATES,

Commander

The speaker at (Friday’s Rotary
Club session was C. S. Goddard who
discussed the Portland cement Indus,
try and its problems from several
new and interesting angles. The dis
trict governor is to visit the local
club officially Nov. 20 at which time
Camden and Damariscotta Rotari ms
will meet in this city. Dr. James I’.
Kent, osteopathic physician, is the
newest member of the Rockland club.
Visiting Rotarians were ,‘Dr. Archie
Green, Standish Perry, B. F. Math
ews, Burt .Stevenson, Mare^ Chand
ler, Rev. R. H. Hayden. John Bird,
Dr. Harold Jameson and H. F. Mann
of Camden; and Jack Hanson, Cope
land Lang and Harold McKeen of
Belfast.
Two speakers of wide reputation
were in the city yesterday in the in
terest of the nationwide campaign of
evangelism 'being conducted by the
Northern Baptist Convention. They
were Rev. Benjamin T. Livingstone,
superintendent of evangelism of the
American Baptist home mission so
ciety, and Rev. Benjamin Beatty of
the Maine Baptist Convention. Seven
of these regional meetings are being
held this month in Maine. That of
yesterday, held in the First Baptist
Church, was under the kuspices of
the Lincoln and the Damariscotta
conventions, seventeen clergymen be
ing present and the three sessions at
tended besides by considerable num
bers of the local church people. The
addresses and the round table dis
cussions had to do with the general
topic of arousing public interest
through the initial activities of
church members and in particular |he
inspiring addresses by Dr. Living
stone created a deep feeling upon the
part of his listeners. Dr. Livingstone
is a direct descendant of the great
Scotch explorer and missionary of
worldwide fame.

FOR SALE
Standard FI

ADDRESSOGRAPH

Bkinket • Sale

- THE FUR-BEARERS
Law Off First of November
—A Gcod Season Is the
Prediction
The law on fur-bearers was lifted
Nov. 1st and experts express the be
lief that it will be a good season from
ail standpoints.
"More trails are being sold than for
a number of years," says the Ban
gor Commercial, "and the call is for
ail sizes, from the tiny weasel trap
to the huge bear trap. Naturally
the greatest call is for the smaller
trajis, which are used by the sparetime trappers who seek the muskrat,
mink and skunk. A large number of
fox traps have been sold to profes
sional trappers who know the secrets
of taking this wary animal, and to
the green pelt hunter, who is ambi
tious to match bis wits against the
cunning Reynard.
"Many coon skins have been
brought in by hunters during the
past month, the hunting of which
with dogs is legal during October.
These coons are taken mostly at night
with the help of good coon dogs, tree
climbers, flash lights, etc.
“Although the furbearers are de
creasing in number each* year, the
report from most sections is favor
able.
Muskrat, although trapped
hard each year, are holding out well
in most sections, as are coon, fox,
otter, etc. Mink are reported very
scarce and many believe that this
much sought littje animal is fast
reaching the point of extinction. The
lowly skunk is reported as more plen
tiful than for a number of years, large
numbers being found throughout the
farming sections.
"Prices for raw furs are expected
to" reach last year's level a little later
in the season, on nearly all pelts
with the exception of skunks, musk
rat and weasel, which have dropped
considerably front last year’s quota
tions. The price for weasel pelts is
very low, the bottom having fallen
out of the market for that particular
fur.
"The season is on, and with more
trappers than ever seeking the beau
tiful coats of the furbearers. a big
haul of fur is expected by spring, de
spite the fact that in some sections
fur bearers are reported scarce.”

The Rockland Chamber of Com1 merce will lie glad to accept and
store unordered merchandise for per
sons In this vicinity, whether Cham
With Gl Graphotypa and Cahinat
ber mem'bers or not. I'nordered mer
All Compl.ta
a
chandise such as neckties, handker
Christmas cards or anything
As new, in original pack chiefs,
of that type should be brought to the
ings. At a bargain. If in Chamber of Commerce office, thereby
saving you the trouble of returning
terested write to
the same to the sender. We will hold
this merchandise for a reasonable
length of time in the event that the
person or representative should call.
At the end of the reasonable length
of time it can be destroyed.
Por M Plataa

The Courier-Gazette

Watch! Wait!
SEE THURSDAY’S ISSUE—BE SURE

Hub Shoe Store

companionate

(for^Iweetk

Min ues All I his Week

and J^t^olens
Lizard, of a texture and feeling that

J

complements the new tweeds and

woolens . . . and with its unusual

eranjzrerereiafarararajgfBrzrziaa F. J. SIMONTON CO.

detail of ring-and-buckle strap . . .

the JUANA is an outstanding

SUNDAY

HUNTING

simulated Lizard with contrasting

Central Maine Power Company Asks
Permission To Issue Them

Leads To New Knox County Association Which Believes
That Discrimination Is Being Shown

Tiie Central Maine Power Co. Sat
urday filed petitions with the Public
t’tillties Commission seeking author
at the
ity to Issue large sums in additional
A movement which has been pro brought the new association Into be
, securities. Tiie company desires t»
ceeding quietly for several weeks, has ing, it is frankly admitted.
j issue not to exceed $3,500,000 of its
resulted in the formation of the
“We cannot see why the enforce | first and general mortgage gold
1**01 mars nte. us. e«r. err.
Sportsmen & Landowners Associa ment of this particular blue law was
bonds, series I), five percent, 1955, to
tion, witli Perley Merrifield of West singled out,’’ said Mr. Merrifield, “and be issued and sold at not less than
Rockport as its temporary president, we feel that those who have no other 90. The company also seeks author
ROCKLAND, MAINE
and Chauncy D. Keene as temporary opportunity to gun are being discrim ity to Issue 1,155 shares of its pre
4>4.4.4-4-4..>4.4>4-4.4-4*4-4-<!-4»:»:>4-X-4-4-:- secretary and treasurer. A perma- inated against—that they are being ferred stock, $6 dividend series and
ment organization will be effected at asked to conserve Knox County game 10,000 shares of preferred stock.
Securities authorized at the pres
In the Maine college football scries the annual meeting to be held In interests for the benefit of a privi
Saturday Colby defeated Maine 13 to 7 Knights of Pythias hall, Rockland, leged class that can go hunting any ent time Ao be issued by the Central
Maine Power Co., Include $5,000,000
and Bates- defeated Bowdoln 26 to 0 Friday night, Nov. 15 at 7.30.
time.”
of common and $20,000,000 of pre
Those who persist in waiting for the
Throughout Knox County there has
Maine-Bow doin game will see the
The bylaws provide that monthly ferred.
Of these amounts common stock to
tail-enders fight it out for the cellar been a deal of speculation as to the meetings shall be held on the second
tiie sum of $2,500,000 have been issued
championship at Orono next Sat object of the new association, espe
Friday at 7.30 p. m. ln Knights o and preferred stock to the.amount of
urday. The Armistice Day game in
Waterville will decide whether Bates cially with reference to its effect Pythias hall, Rockland; that the $15,423,600.
or Colby is to be the, new State upon the Knox County Fish & Game membership fee khallxbe 50 cents and
champion.
Association which has been in exist annual dues 50 cents; that inefficient
ence several years.
Few who write to the newspa
officers may be removed by twoBORN
per realize that thirty lines will
The bylaws which have been drawn I ti,ir<j9 vote
DORMAN—Rockland, Nov. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
zesure a hundred readers, while
Clarence K. Dorman, a daughter, Ruth up for the new organization by its
The new Association is said to have
half a column secures one.
Althea.
attorney Judge E. C. Payson furnish
a very large enrollment.
in Article 3, the answer to many
MARRIED
COOMBS-FOSSETT-Rockland, Oct. 31. by questions:
Rev. Walter S. Rounds, I)r. George II.
"The purposes of the Association,
Coombs and Mrs. Elizabeth E. Fossett, both
of Waldoboro.
to which all members pledge them
CIII RCHILL-WEU’H—Rockport, Non 2, by selves, are to bring about by honor
Rev. F. F. Fowle, Harold <k Churchill of
Rockport and Miss Georgia Welch of Cam able and lawful endeavor, such modi
den.
fication and changes in existing Fish
MILLS BEVERAGE North Haven, Nov. 2, by
We are giving away at our store Absolutely Free a
Rev. H. F. Huse, Bernard R. Mills and Miss and Game Laws of the State of Maine,
Edith E. Beverage, both of North Haven.
f as members shall deem for the best
BARTLETT
WENTWORTH RAckport, Oct
2f>, by Rev. F. F. Fowle. Alton B. Bartlett Interests of the citizens at large of
< and Miss Margaret Wentworth, both of
our own State; and further and par
"’Rockport.
ticularly to endeavor to bring to an
(all electric)
DIED
end the intolerable situation whereby
SIDEbrN'GEH Kiirkbnd, Xov.
3.
Milos
and discrimination is
at this store with every 25 cent purchase
Sldfltnger, aged 86 years, x months, 11 days. partiality
IlA.NDAUz-(Portland. -Xu-. 3, Isabel J., wife shown in the enforcement of la\vs
of Lyman it. Randall, aged 37 years, .;
months. Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock affecting the pursuit of pleasure,
from her late home In Warren.
health and happiness by our citizens,
IIIGGIXS—'Portsmouth. X. H..N'uv. 3, Mar
garet Higgins, aged 7 1 years. Funeral to on the Lord’s Day. And it shall be
day at 2.30 from residence of George Mc the purpose of this Association to
Laughlin.
BJtOWN—Rockland, Xov. 4, Lizzie M., widow serve and represent all branches of
Northend Drug Store
Rankin Block
of George A. Brown, aged X0 years, 7 hunting and fishing, and landowners,
months, 2 days. Fuileia! Wednesday at 11
o’clock from residence of Mrs. Margaret A themselves, without discrimination.”
Crockett, Ash Point.
“Our organization is in no way op
posed to any other organization that
<
IN MEKORIAM
| ln loving memory of Lloyd E. Boyles who is willing to work for the general
SPECIAL
J died Xov. 4. IBIS.
"Farewell our loved one,
welfare of the public," President
Till the morn arise.
Merrifield told a Courier-Gazette re
Welcome happy spirit,
into paradise.
porter yesterday. "We are opposed to
No more pain or sorrow
some of the policies of the Knox
Gone forever h me.
In Christ’s holy keeping.
County Fish & Game Association, but
Rest until we ■•ame.'
Gone hut hot forgotten by ids mol her and will gladly co-operate with it on any
I (other.
t •
f
measure that seems to impartially
CARD OF THANKS
serve the taxpayers.”
at
Wo wish to thank our many friends and
Opposition to the present attitude
neighbors, also the Knox 'Hospital for tile
EXTRA SPECIAL PRICE REDUCTIONS
many kindnesses shown and for the beautiful of the State Fish and Game Depart
] floral tributes sent in our recent bereavement.
Mrs. Carrie Shaw, John Anderson, Mary- ment against Sunday hunting has
inserts of Spanish Brown Calfskin,

lUafa-Quer

McLAIN SHOE STORE

Radio Free!

PH1LCO Console Radio

TICKETS FREE

D. L. McCARTY

ARMISTICE DAY SALE

Hats-Coats-Dresses

MILADY’S SHOP

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank our friends anil neighbors
for their kindness during our bereavement;
ciao for thplr beautiful floral offerings.
Mrs. Marshall Sails, Elwood Sails.
Vinalhaven, Nov. 4.
•

McLain Shoe Store

Main Street

CHILDREN’S SHOES
Special !

of High Quality Shoes for

$1.98

Men, Women & Children

z
•
Brown and Black, High Cut,
Leather or Rubber Soles

of Sensational Bargains

SLIPPERS *
Of High Grade Quilted Satin in

Three Colors—
Black, Blue and Old Rose

Extra Special !

$1.29
Regular $2.00 Value!
Small Lot of Odd Sizes in

Save As You Never
Saved Before
AT THE

FELT SLIPPERS

79c
$1.25 Value!

Hub Store Store

McLAIN Shoe Store
“AT THE BROOK”

Newberry Block

Opp. Burpee's
133-134

uROPERiv Excursions

Edwin Rolert Pet re
REMEMBERING SCHUBERT

A Gigantic
Landslide

ADDITIONAL SECURITIES

LAW

shoe of the town season. Brown

Anderson.

Entire Stock

ITS

;.s

MONTON
DEPARTMENT STORE
U41
410-12
MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
’*♦
kJ « * • '

To the Citizens of Rockland: —
As commandre of Winslow-Holbrook Post, No. 1, Amercan Le
gion. I respectfully request that the eleventh anniversary of Armistice
Day, Monday, Nov. 11, be accorded fitting recognition. With the
passing of the years memtfry of the great struggle for world de
mocracy has not been dimmed, while our gratitude has steadily
increased—gratitude because of the peace which has resuited, and
to those who made possible the successful custom of a great cause.
I hope, in behalf of Winslow-Holbrook Post, that all places of busi
ness will close on Armistice Day, and that the public will help per
petuate the spirit of that anniversary.

Flowers

The Hotel Rockland barber shop
tas opened after being closed for
hree weeks.—adv.
133*135
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Say if with

with Electrola
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Last night will remain in my mem
ory, not only as one of the most not
able evenings I ever spent in Vienna,
but in Europe. With several other
Americans I made my way to a small
house at 45 Nussdorferstrasse in the
suburb of Llechtenthal, whero one
hundred and thirty-one years ago the
wife of a school teacher named Schu
bert gave birth to a hoy whose "Hark.
Hark, the Lark," and five hunderd
other songs made him one of the
famous composers of the world. It
was the anniversary of his death in
poverty at the age of thirty-one.
Others left fortunes; Schubert left
music. We all listened while a choir
of four hffndred voices from the Vi
enna Men’s Singing Society and an
orchestra from the opera serenaded
the old home. All the street cars near
by were stopped so that the little
celebration might be conducted quiet
ly, and I think I can add, that all the
conflicting emotions of politics and
business In the minds of the crowd
were also stopped as th© wreaths,—
one was from America,—were placed.
Then we all rushed to the old tavern
apposite to fight for the seats where
Schubert used to sit, that we might
end the day in true Viennese style.
The
old
Nussdorferstrasse lias
changed but little in the hundred
years. It is one of the Joys of travel
to fill an evening with such an experi
ence.
WHEN LN’ BOSTON—Remember that you
e«n buy copies of Tiie Courier-Gazelle with
the home news, at the Old South News Agency.
Washington St., next Old South Church.

k Used PurniturSW
kwKAPWAMTADtl

NOW
IS THE TIME
To get your automobile put into

Condition for
Winter Service
We use GENUINE ALEM1TE LUBRICANTS and

standard nationally advertised oils

We Are Not Learning The Auto
mobile Repair Game—
We KNOW It!
We have been repairing automobiles since 1909—

the oldes mechanic in years of service in Knox Co.

NILO’S REPAIR SHOP
Spring Street

Rockland, Me.
132-133
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Inviting
SALADA fragrance originates in the tea
gardens. Its enticing flavor will always appeal.

nSALADA1n
TEA

Week-End Food Specials
k
Watch Thursday’s Courier-Gazette for some of
the most remarkable food values ever offered

in this section.
‘TOR CASH AT THE STORE”

B. B. JAMESON

TREAT
COLDS

DIRECT

GARDINER’S

Rexall lc Sale

Bladder Irritation

Gardiner’s Drug Store

REVOLUTIONARY
The new 70 Horse-power Hupmobile Six.. >1060
The new 100 Horse power Hupmobile Eight.. .$1595

HE NEW -1930 HUPMOBILE

GEORGE M. SIMMONS

4

Needless
Pain J•

BAYER ASPIBIX

Miss Irene Morton who Is attending
Kents Hill Seminary, spent lhe week
end with her mother, Mrs- Eudavllla
Morton.
Harry Thompson of Lxtwell spent
the wekend with Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Branihall.
Sirs. Amanda Wincapaw will cele
brate her 82nd birthday Nov 9. Her
friends, are planning a post card
shower for her.
Mrs. Susie Philbrook returned to
her home in Wiirren Thursday aft-.r
spending ten days visiting her daugh
ter, Mrs. Kenneth Thompson.
The Virginia R., Capt. Lew J. Wal
lace, has sailed for Rockland where
she will fish for scallops In Rockland
Bay. After the season there' she will
return to New Bedford, her home port
nnd fish on the Bieck Island grounds
for the balance of the winter.
Higgins Brothers’ smack of Boothhay Harbor loaded lobsters at C. H.
Stenger's wharf, Sunday.
Mrs. Emerson Simmons returned
home Sunday ffom State Street Hos
pital, Portland.
A special Loyal Workers' service
will he held at the Advent Christian
Church Frida? night,'"when Rev.' Mr’ '
Spencer will present the suggestive
program discussed at the recent State
convention.
Mr. and Mrs. Granville T. Brow and
son Bernard attended a family re
union at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmus T. Morse in Thomaston Sun
day. Others present besid
the host
and hostess were Mr. and Mrs. Rob
ert H. Libby and daughter Nanev of
Friendship, Mr. and Mrs Wallace
I'tyler and daughter Dorothy, Miss
Eleanor Morse and Master Roger
Morse of Thomaston and Mrs. Nancy
Rogers and Miss Mary Rogers of
South Portland.
There will be no more Wednesday
night moving pictures shown at the
Playhouse until spring. “The Girl ?n
the Glass Case,” a part tai King First
National production will be the fe.i- |
ture Saturday with Pathe comedy and
topical review. Dancing will follow :
the movies with muflc hy Pierce's or
chestra.
The Friendship, Capt. Cleveland
Burns will go beam trawling this
winter.
»
Charles Cushman has leturred
home from New Bedford.
The Methodist and Advent Chris
tian denominations will hold a union
service at the Advent Christian
Church next Sunday evening Morn
ing worship will be held at that
church at 10.30 a. m., Rev. Mr. Spen
cer occupying the pulpit. Church
school at 11.45.
Charles Wallace. Leland Delano,
and Charles A. D. Sylvester are
clamming at Pemaquid Leach for
Burnham & Morrill's factory there. I
Perry Smith of Bangor spent the
weekend visiting Miss Evelyn Goldy 1
Mrs. Marcia Davis and daughter
Lcatrice spent the weekend visiting
Mr.’and Mrs. Redfield Miller
Levi Noyes, Pearl Delano, Charles
Collamore and Cyrus Delano left lor
Lee Monday morning on a week's
camping trip. They will camp then,
with Mr. Noyes' cousin Warren Noves
cf Rockland.
Harry L. Bossa has t>cen drawn for
Grand Jury duty in Portland in De
cember.
Mrs. Edith L. Wilder returned to
her home in Gardner, Mass., Tues
day after spending ten days visiting
Mr< Jessie Lash.
Mrs. Floyd Simmons, \ ho is in
Knox Hospital, is improving in
health.
Capt. Floyd Wotton motored to
Boston Friday.
Mrs. Lester W. Spencer underwent
an operation for appendicitis at Knox
Hospital. Rockland. Saturday.
Mrs. W. H. Hahn attended the foot
ball game at Colby College Saturday.
MVs. Albertina Mvrton, Mrs. Aman
da Simmons and Miss Bell*’ Winca
paw motored to Augusta recently
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morton ol
Rockland.
Mrs. L. W. Spencer was operated
upon for appendicitis at Knox Hos
pital Saturday, and has rallied well.

I

ROCKVILLE

FRIENDSHIP

I
rant, looks* into the face of a Chinese i
waiter, anti says "gayronf
That ■
shows that In? is familiar with
5M
French. And the waiter replies, "Yes I
“Fresh from the Qardens”
sir." ita go d Oxford English. But ,
Tel. 128-6
Friendship, Maine
then there are many hi (cresting ,
tilings to sec in London. If you miss j
given: Remarks by Countv Agent
THE FARM BUREAU
your American friend, he will be i
Wentworth; demonstration on rang •
found either in the Tower of Lon
rotation by Roy Ralph and Calvin
don. Warwick-on-Avon, or at the Sa- , Annual Four H Club Con Elwell: recitation by Eleanor Achorn:
FRIENDSHIP REVIVAL
the deceased was held. Interment
voy bar. There arc so many Ameri- j
duet. Louise Leonard and Geral was made in Cummings' cemetery.
cans making the rounds that there 1
test At Whitefield Next vocal
dine Porter; club story by Kenneth The bearers were brother Masons' Rev. Mr. Tibmerlake of Auburn Com
are many Englishmen who believe .
Elwell: recitation, Madeline Kenne C. C. Webstar. C. L. Boman. Joseph
Franc
is complaining.
Fewer
Saturday
ing.—Mr. Spencer a Field Worker
! that the only-Americahs r- malnlng in I
dy; club story, Mildred Elwell; reci Headley. F. M. White and E. A.
Americ tn- went to Paris this year to [ America are convicts, paupers and i
-----tation,
Ward
Ralph,
Jr.;
remarks
bv
Smalley. Those attending from >ut
Rev. E. H. Timberlake, business
' Wednesday County Agent Wentspend their nt »ney. The throngs of Him actors.
the demonstration agent. Miss Law o', town were: Mrs. Carrie Toombs
And do not thlnl; that England is worth will hold a flock improvement
.
y
< haw been coming honte
rence. The girls of the poultry club of Quincy. Mass., Dwight Sails of man’s evangelist, of Auburn, will con
duct a special series of services in the
• i. • 1 c ti ling that the entire native widt open just because you can feet a ! demonstration at the farm of John served delicious fjdge for refresh
Beebe Plains, Quebec, Mrs. Lorenze
-lass of beer when y u are thirsty.! Fushaw in South Hope. This will be
• hi:ition cf Pario st ems to have its Every har cl< s -s an h ar before m'd- l followed by a talk on general poultry ments.
Squires of Island Pond, VI., Mr. and Advent Christian Church of Friend
..i:ds ;ut continually foi tips. It is Alght and you cannot get a drink j management.
Mrs. Whiter Greenlaw, Mr. end Mrs. ship beginning Tuesday evening, Nov.
tiresome, irksome, and annoying. after that at any price., anwhere, tor
The annual 4-H club contest will
Frank Kimball of Roekland, Mr. and 19 and continuing to Sunday, Dec. 8,
VINALHAVEN
Am eric ns are the most liberal any bribe. It just isn’t done. The be held this week at Union had,
Miss Beulah Gilchrist entertained Mrs. Winfield Ames and daughter inclusive.. There will he meetings at
spenders and tipp- rs of any race on place is closed, and you have to get Whitefield. Saturday, Xov. 9. This the Chataneet Club at her home Dorothy of North Haven.
7 o'clock each evening and at 10.30
<\«rth. but there is a limit.
out.
And drug stores close at 8.30 is the final 4-H club activity of the Thursday night to a Halloween party.
a. m. on Sundays.
And so it is tabulated that the ma each evening and stay closed until year and is attended by all the duo The rooms were decorated wit 1
EAST WASHINGTON
jority i f American tourists this y a.Rev. L. W. Spencer who recently
youngsters of the cyunty. The White- orange and hlack. Supper was served
morning.
went to England to spend most of While London is still the largest city field people are entertaining this year the centerpiece, a large Jack O' Lac
resigned as pastor of the Friendship
Mrs. Blanche Si. Johnston was a Church, has been elected field worker
their time. English hotel keepers had In the world, it is not as noisy at night and are furnishing dinner for all club tern. The usual games and stunts
caller on Wednesday at the homes or
prepared for this invasion last year, s cities a third its size, and less. leaders and members.
were played prizes going to Rose Mrs. Clara Overlook and Mrs. Lottie for the Loyal Workers of District, No.
by .announcing that rules had been There.is no shouting, hollering, auto
4 embracing Maine and the Province
The indications point to one of the Mathieson, Augusta Clayior and
Prescott.
made against tipping and in larger
of New Brunswick. His itinerary will
h >rn tooting, singing and carousing largest contests ever held. Nine of Flora Brown.
hotels any employe accept;ng a tip
Messrs. Thurston and Curtis ale require all of his time until late
Charles Cassie who has been the
that you And in the larger cities of the 14 clubs will finish 100% and the
was subject to instant dismissal. America and the Continent. The Lon- ithe-rs are near the 100 mark. All of guest of his mother, Mrs. Mary Cas wiring the homes of W. M. Prescott November, and possibly early Decem
That rule brought hundreds of thou
and C. E. Overlock for electric lights ber.
dun Bobby, or cop, never bawls you i the club have held local contests to sie. left Frilay for Portland
sands of dollars into the pockets of
He starts Wednesday night in Sun
Freeland Delano left Fr.’day for this week.
ut and .1 ■ < y a, w here you think show tlie people In their commun ty
iitft ke pers in Scotland and England. you are going, or "what's the rush.” v hat they have done during the year. Rockland.
Roy F. Light has gone to Gardner, shine. Thursday he will he In Port
Of course in England the American
oi a "hey. vou, did you ever drive a They hare also held judging contests
Henry Anderson returned Saturday Mass., where he has employment for Clyde and Friday In Friendship. Next
misses the chance to spring the litt’e ear before?" H“ never shouts ar.d had a demonstration team which from Clark Island.
week he goes into Aroostook Coun
the winter.
ty, with a meeting in Bangor on the
1 ad French he has. picked up. In or curses,’and he will politely answer has given at least one public dem
Norman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Frances Pierpont of liberty is way.
Paris he g os into a Roman restauall tlfe fool question that a boob tou onstration.
Vaughn Johnson gave a Halloween staying with her aunt, Mrs. Edith
Upon the completion of this work,
Records and stories that have to be party Friday evening at his home on Light for an indefirite time.
rist can think to Ask.
Mr. Spencer will take a pastorate in
It is said that people living in X w prepared by each club youngster have Granite street. The rooms were at
Mrs. Clara Overlook and E. Bur New York State.
York have hard work sleeping in the been received at the extension serv tractively lecorated with orange and
Mr. Spencer graduated from the
rell Overlook attended teachers’ con
l.ond n hot Is. because it is so quiet. ice office and are ready to be scored black in keeping with Hallo.veen. The
New England School of Theology,
vention in Portland last week.
While hotels in Ireland are not very 1 y the State Club Leader Lester Shi- little folks made merry’ with games
Perley Overlook Is confined to the Boston, in the class of 1924. After
good, they are constantly improving bles and his assistant, Miss Mildred and stunts under direction of Mrs.
preaching a short time In Scotstown,
house with the ntutnps.
them. The hadest thing for the arch Brown of Orono.
Everett Libby. Robert Johnson won
Arthur Farrington of South China Quebec, he came In July 1926. to
The program of the meeting wi’l first prize in the pumpkin contest ana
itects there to understand Is why
i.-as a caller at the Overlook home ■ Friendship, where he has been poputhere should ever l*e more than one consist of club songs, cheers, Jam 's Carolyn Dye* in the eat game. Luncn last Monday.
lar and successful in his pastoral labath room for one hotel. That seems Haggett of North Edge, orab and v.as served and the favors were black
L. W”. Bartlett of Washington vil- bors.
.
to them to be a plenty, and to sug Margaret Young of Camden will give witches, cats and pumpkins. Tho
Inge was a Thursday caller cn friends it.
I
i _-----------gest a bath loom on every floor, or “My Week's Experience at the Eas guests were: Richard Libby. Leslie
MARHNSVILLE
in every room would be simply a tern States Exposition.”
Jr., Carolyn. Burton and Josephine in this place.
Mrs. Laura Fuller and daughters
waste of time. They will got over
County champions will be an Dyer, Edith Roberts. Elizabeth Hop
Ohrystabel and Esther were visitors I Theodore Stimpson and Cecil An
that. It has been only a few years nounced and prizes awarded. "Tlie kins, Corrine and Miriam Greenleaf
drews have arrived home from the
that American hotels, the best in the Courier-Gazette Cup” will be award Philip Brown, Kenneth Calderwood, Sunday at C. E. Overlock's.
season’s yachting at City Island, N.
Miss Mary Oesting of Nev Bedford Y.. and vicinity.
w< rid. have had baths connectin
ed to the club doing the most out- William, Gerald and Robert Ha;’.
Each year more and more
with every room. In London the b t- | standing work for the year. Ta's Frank, Ambrose and Herbert Peter Mass., who has been the guest af
Ocean View Grange observed Hal
people give up the old, indirect
ter hotels are xcellent and getting c up must be won by a club two years son. Hollis Burgess. Stanley Conway. Mrs. Lottie Prescott, has returned to loween with an open program and
her
home
in
Massachusetts
after
a
way of treating colds by “dosing”
better al, the time.
,
to have permanent possession of it. John Chill »s, Dolly Dunlap, Faben
I baked bean supper. Misses Emma
Don't forget, "tip" means "to insure j The Damariscotta girls won it last and Kay Rosen, Billy Olson, Henry two weeks stay at the Prescott Farm. Stanley,
Lillian Hooper,
Minnie
and turn to Vicks VapoRub.
W.
M.
Prescott
has
had
a
crew
at
promptness," but you will get 10 ; \.ar and are after it this year,
Ewell, Robert Johnron, Mont Roberts,
! Pitcher and Dorothy Lowell were the
Just rubbed on, Vicks med
percent added , uh day to the total of
The junior Chick Raising 4-H club Norman and Dorothy Johns >». Others work this week shing’ing the roof of j housekeepers.
icated vapors are inhaled direct
,,ur hot 1 hill, this to be divided : ,,f Orffs Corner, Albert El veil, lead who were present included Mrs. Ethe- the Little Brown House.
Our teacher Miss Elizabeth Pickerto the air-passages, and, at the
ig the hotel he'p as tips, whether er. held its local contest Friday even- lyn Trefrey, Mrs. Edward Grenleaf,
| ing attended the teachers’ convention
A
GRATEFUL
FISHERMAN
get
any
prompt
service
or
not.
ing at Community hall. This club has Mrs. Dunlap. Mrs. Burton tlall, Mrs
same time, it acts direct
I in Portland last week.
passed in its stories and records and Everett Libby and Mrs. Ambrose Pethrough the skin like a plaster.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Simmons have
Thanks
Commissionr
Crie
For
Hij
Las completed its work with a lOO*’^ tt rson.
moved into the “Hub Cottage.”
This better way of treating
Excellent
Judgment
In
Liberating
record. The following program was
Union Church Circle will hold thMrs. Julia Astle has returned to her
colds originated with Vicks a
usual circle supper at the vestry
“Seeders”
home in Providence, R. I., having
generation ago.
Thursday night.
,
I
spent the summer at her home here
Mrs. Quincy Maker visited Rock Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Today, the whole
and as a guest of Mrs. Jerome Jones.
land Thursday.
The fishermen of Swan’s,Island and
trend of medical
A. Reed of Lincoln who has been
A. I. Oliver, district superintendent Frenchboro appreciate the fact that building roads here returned to his
practice is away
of the Methodist Conference gave an through Commissioner H. D. Crie of home Thursday.
If
functional
Bladder
Irritation
from needless
disturbs your sleep, causes Burning interesting talk at Union Church Sun Rockland, 5000 pounds of seed lob
Harding Coid of Deer Isle is the
THURS.. FRI., SAT.
“dosing,” and
or Itching Sensation, Backache or day evening. There was special mu sters have been distributed along the
guest of Theodore Stimpson.
*
Leg Pains, making you feel tired, sic by the choir including an anthem coast of Maine.
there are “Over
NOVEMBER 7, 8, 9
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hupper have
depressed, and discouraged, why by the mixed quartet: Lida Green
These
seed
lobsters
were
brought
26 Million Jars
not try the Cystex 48 Hour Test? law soprano, Blanche Kittredge aito
of this week
closed Spruce Coves their summer
Used Yearly.”
Don’t give up. Get Cystex today at H. L. Coombs tenor, O. C. T.une bass from Nova Scotia by Capt. George home and returned tc New York City.
Gilbert
of
the
smack
Willard
Daggett,
any drug store. Put it to the test.
Miss Helen Salberg of Wiley’s Cor
See for yourself what it does. Money and a solo by Blanche Kittredge, ac and Commissioner Crie had them sent ner is a weekend guest of Miss Ger
back if it doesn’t bring quick im companied by Helen Sanborn Ai\y,‘ here to Fish Warden Fred Hagan.
WARREN, ME.
provement, and satisfy you com organist and Flavilla Arey saxo Mr. Hagan spent long hours liberat aldine Watts.
133-134
Mrs. Clara Clark of Port Clyde
pletely. Try Cystex today. Only 60c. phone.
ing these seed lobsters along this part was the guest last week of Mrs. Joel
Mrs. William Kossuth returned
f the coast. Thanks to the expert llupper.
from Rockland Friday.
judgment of our efficient fish warden
Charles Taylor is having an addiMr. and Mrs. Emery Ladd of Rock we know that these seed lobstersI! tion
bY-ilt on his house,
land arrived Thursday.
have been put In the most appropriate j Mr. and Mrs. Edward Chaples are
Health Nurse, Miss Lawrence of place.
One Who Is Grateful i entertaining guests from Portland.
Augusta visited the public s .tools the
. --------------------The Ladies’ Circle met with Mrs.
past week.
The best heated, most modern ga- Walter Barter. Last time there were
A large book case containing 190 rage in New England is the Fire- 14 present.
richly bound volumes of Harpers proof with its new Sturtevant pres
Capt. S. T. Lowe Is home from the
Magazine, was recently presented to sure steam blower3.
Summer heat season’s yachting at City Island, N.Y.
the Public Library by Mrs. Huntress for winter storage. Service complete
Louis Renner and Emma Stanley
in accordance with the wish of her and prompt, prices reasonable. Tel. were the costume prize winners at the
husband, the late Alston Huntress. 889 Fireproof Garage, Rockland.
Poverty social held at the Ocean View
The books are in perfect condition and
132-134
Grange hall Friday night.
date back as far as 1852. It is a val
uable acquisition to the town.
Now, when motorists are accustomed to expect
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 1930 SIX
A surprise party was given Mrs.
Charles Oakes Friday evening at her
certain limits of performance, power, and beauty
70 miles per hour ... 70 horse-power. Acceleration from
home, to celebrate her 82nd birthday.
at a j’lven price, Hupmobile breaks through these
5 to 25 miles per hour in 7 seconds; 5 to 50 m. p. h. in 20
She was presented „with a birthdav
limitations by presenting two cars that give . . .
seconds. Hew hydraulic shock ebsosbers. Greater comfort.
cake with 82 candles, also other gifts.
Not the expected power, but abnormal power
A social e/ening was enjoyed azid
Standard equipped Sedan(5 passenger) SlOhO. Custom equip
. . . Not the regular speeds, but extremely high
these guests were present: Mr. and
.W*.' '
ment at slight extra cost. All prices quoted f. o. b. factory.
Mrs. Charles Ewell, Mr. and Mrs.
speeds . . . Not the conventional body designs,
Frank Calderwood, Mrs. Russell Arey,
but entirely new and modern creations ... of
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 1930 EIGHT
Mrs. Robert Arey, Beatrice Ewell,
harmonized beauty. Not the usual easy-riding
Ivan Calderwood.
fii)
miles
per
hour,
100
horse-power.
The
first
motor
car
over
qualities but a new 19.40 manner of traveling;
There is to be an entertainment at
designed in which a single modern style motif is used throughretifui, luxurious, ultra-smooth and vibration
Union Church vestry tonight.
out. Standard equipped Sedan (5 passenger) H595. Custom
free ... At prices that completely revise all stand
equipment at slight extra cost. Allpricesquotedf.o.h. factory.
ards cf motor car values.
Marshall E. Sails
Marshall E. Sails died Oct.-29 cf
pneumonia at St. Luke’s Hospital,
Richmond, Va.
For the past few
months he had been in Kenbridge,
Va., where he was superintendent of
the Leopold & Co., granite quarries.
His body, accompanied by his wife
and son Elwood arrived Thursday
nd was carried to the family res dence on Carver street. The bearers
were: C. L. Boman, F. M. White, C. C.
Webster,‘Joseph Headley and E. A.
1930
HUPMOBILE
EIGHT
TWO-PASSENGER
Smalley. Mr. Sails had been asso
FoPMOBILE SIX CONVERTIBLE CABRIOLET.
with rumble seat . . . Standard equipped 51595 . . .
. Standard equipped 51075 . . . Custom
ciated with the Leopold Co. for over
equipment available at slight extra cost.
■ ivj'Lbi. at slight extra coat.
26 years in Vinalhaven before going
to Virginia He was a past master
of Moses Webster Lodge, F & A. M.
and held prominent offices in Atlantic
Royal Arch Chapter. Mr. Sails was
an esteemed citizen and ore of the
largest contributors of Union Church
SIXES
AND • EIGHTS
and much interested in the affairs of
Don’t be a martyr to unnecessary pain.
this town. He was born in Canada,
Lots of suffering is, indeed, quite needless.
52 years ago, the son of the late Park
Headaches, for example. They come with
er and Ada M. Sails, but came here
'
j
out warning, but one can always be prepared.
when a young man and was marr:**d
in 1898 to Alice Kimball, who sur
'
i
Bayer Aspirin tablets bring immediate relief.
vives him. He is also survived by on'j
Keep a bottle at the office. Carry the small
son Elwood, a student at Phillips
tin in your pocket. Then you won’t have
Academy, Exeter, N. H., and a nephew
to hunt a drugstore, or wait till you get home.
Parker Sloan of this town. He also
And don’t think Bayer Aspirin is only
leaves four sisters. Mrs. Amy Sloan
good for headaches, sore throats, and colds!
of Beebe Plains, Qubec, Selon Sails,
Read the proven directions for relieving
J^arkin, Long Beach, Calif., Mrs?
neuralgic, neuritic, rheumatic, and other aches
Gladys McLeon, Vancouver B. C.,
1930 HUPMOBILE EIGHT FIVE-PASSENGER SEDAN
and pains. Remembering, of course, that the
Mrs. Ixirenze Squires, Islar.d Pond,
I’ ,u>
PMOB1LE STX FIVE-PASSENGER SEDAN . . .
Modern, fast, extra-powered . . . Standard equipped
.wnar: speedy. powerful, comfortable. Standard equipped
Vt., also three brothers, Dwight Sails
quick comfort from these tablets is not a cure;
$1595 . . . Custom equipment available at slight extra cost.
*
f ... Custom equipment available at sli&ht extra cost.
or Beebe Plains, Quebec, Lelon Sails,
for any continued pain, see a doctor.
Duluth, Minn., and Harry Sabs, White
Bayer Aspirin is genuine. Protect your
Plains, N. Y. Funeral services wera
self by looking for that name. Always the
held Sunday at 2 o’clock in Union
same. Always safe. Never hurts the heart.
Church, Rev. P. J. Clifford officiat
ing. Over 50 members of Moses Web
ster Lodge attended in a body and
Masonic funeral rites were performed.
23 Tillson Avenue
Rockland
Tel.
The abundance of floral offerings tes
Aipirin It the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticaddeeter of Salicyllcadd
tified to the love and esteem in which

Summer tourists to Europe have
«11 returned by now, the college pro
fessors and students, the high school
end other teachers, the members of
the literary ■lubs and the sewing circles. This w ek we get from the
'
government departments at Wash)?e
business
it
Is
to
keep
ington. wh
tabs on in - rati ns, the net results ot
the last j icefol invasion of Europe. ,

ICKS
VAPORUB

Every-Other-Day
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Miss Olive Toliiian h-v
,n
Rockville for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Sinnett are on
a trip to Massachusetts.
The pupils had a Halloween party
Wednesday night at the schoolhouse.
Mr. and Mrs. Bronkie of Natick,
Mass., spent a few days with her
mother. Mrs. Will (’lough.
MiRs Lottie Ewell is visiting in
Portland, the guest of Mrs. Elizabetn
Ricker.
Mrs. Fannie Brewster is nursing in
Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Mills have moved to
the Highlands.
Miss Mabel Oxton who has been in
Massachusetts for the past month is
expected home.
REMEMBER THE NAME

EPHI
PRONOUNCED F. I.

In the future when you are sufferng
from Head Colds. Asthma, Hay Fever,
Rose Cold and Catarrhal conditions
9et a bottle °f EPhi from >’®uJr
borhood druggist, or mailed direct
parcel post prepaid on receipt of fifty
cents.

Your rug problems can be settled
with satisfaction guaranteed by call
ing The People's Laundry, Limerock
street, Tel. 170. We shampoo your '
rugs and return them promptly, like
new.
124-tf

The best heated, most modern ga
I age In New England is the Fire- 1
proof with its new Sturtevant pres-j
sure steam blowers.
Summer heat
end prompt, prices reasonable. Tel.
889 Fireproof Garage, Rockland.
;
132-134

PRIEST DRUG CO.
BANGOR, MAINE
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER AURA NGENT
Steamer leaves Swan'. Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25, Vinal
haven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.30.
Return leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
Vonalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30. iStonington at 4.40 : due to arrive at Swan's Island
about 6.00 P. AI.
132-tf

WHEN IN
BOSTON
If quiet home-like surroundings
with good food at moderate
prices appeal to you,
Stop at
1

THE HOTEL
HEMENWAY
On the Fenway at Westland Ave.
Rates from:
$3.00 to $5.00 Single
$4.00 to $6.00 Double
Telephone KENMORE 4330
Leonard H. Torrey, Manager

USED FURNITURE
SOLD
Charge Account If Desired
Away Out Front in Value
Giving!
More andsmore people are telling
us that our Extremely Low Prices
are a Revelation to them.
We have some wonderful values
in Heaters and Kitchen Stoves,
some equipped with Lvnn Oi|
Heaters, some with Gas Attach
ment, a splendid selection.
A complete line of Furniture, Victrolas, Sewing Machines, Office
Furniture, Show Cases, China
Closets and numerous miscellane
ous articles.

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
TEL. 427-R
87T&Stf

gTlf&rfe every grave.

Memorials
Embody sacred memories. They
are the evidence of loving
thoughtfulness.

DISTRICT OF MAINE ss :
SOUTHERN DIVISION.
Skilled in the craft of memerial
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
OF AIMBAKA.
making, we are reedy to serve
To the Marshal of Said District, or either of
his Deputies.
‘GREETLVG:
your every need.
We command you that you give notice to i
all persons concerned that application has
been made before the Honorable John A. ,
Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
Peters, Judge of the District Court for said
District, in the name and on behalf of tlie
United Statds of America, by William W.
Inc.
Gallagher, Assistant United Sta^s Attorney
for said District, for an order for tlie for
feiture and sale, or such other disposition
EAST UNION, ME.
as the Court may order of a r< rtain auto
J4Ttf
mobile. namely. One Essex Loach Automobile. ;
Serial Number 508540, Engine Number 571699
and accessories, seized on the sixth day of
May. A. D. 1929, at Rockland in the County
of Knox in the 'Southern Division of/the
said District of Maine, by Seth May, Fed
Gilchrest
eral Deputy Prohibition Administrator /or
the State of Maine, as forfeited to the use
I
Monumental
Works
of the said United States lor tiie alleged vio- ’
latlon of Title 11 of the Act of Congress of
Main Street
October 28, 1919, commonly known as the
Thomaston, Maine
National Prohibition Act, to wit. the alleged
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
unlawful use of said automobile In the un
lawful transportation of intoxicating liquor,
Telephone Connection
by David E. Coniey of Bangor, i.. said Dis
trict
And that a hearing will be given on said
application in the United States District
DR. BLAKE B. ANNit
Court, at Portland, in said Southern Division
of said District on the twenty-r.’xth day of
Chiropractor
November, A. I). 1929 at ten o’clock In tiie i
111 Limerock Street
forenoon at which time and place all persons
(Corner Lincoln)
claiming any right, title < r Intel est in said ,
property are hereby summoned to appear and j
Lady in attandanoe
show cause, If any they have, why said,
Phone TtdS
application should not be gi anted.
Painltee Syatem
And you are to give sa’d notice by serving
of Adjuetlng
a copy hereof on the officer or person in
charge of the garage of Oscar Haglund on
Myrtle Street in Waterville in the County
of Kennebec, in said District, where said au
tomobile is now stored, an 1 by publishing a
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
copj’ hereof once a week foe two weeks in Tho
(Successor to* Ur. T L. McBeetk)
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published at
Rockland in the County of Knox in said Dis
Osteopathic Physician
trict, the county in which said automobile
By Appointment—Tel. 18*
was seized, tlie last publication to .he at
lraKt ten days before said date of hearing.' ga ■
c,
Roekland
..H E„
HOOKIBIIW
and
by posting copies hereof In
in three
three mihllr
public 88 VlmerOCK St.
Graduate at American icdool od
plates near the place of seizure, to wit: at
Rockland, Main'1.
Osteopathy
And you are to take This said property
into your custody and make due return
hereof with your grinds herein.
Witness the Honorable John A. Peters, at
said Portland, the fifteenth uay of October,
A. D 1929.
Osteopathic Physician
dLfi.)
JOHN F. KNOWLTON.
Clerk of said District Court.
SM MAIN 8To ROCKLANO

&
6

DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS

A

true copy—Attest:

S. E. WOODMAN.
United States Marshal. District «'f 'Maine.
130 T 13,7

Telephone 1ZSS; Reeldenoe SSS-B

n-n
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How to Raise Poultry

fore releasing her. Then confine her
WEST ROCKPORT
OWL’S HEAD
WALDOBORO
to the best for a day or two so that
Miss Edna Boggs and Mrs. Grace K
John laaine accompanied by his
there wlll'be no danger of her desert Perry motored to Portland Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Moorlan have mother Mrs. Gustave Inline recently
ing her trust.
On their return they were accom returned home from the island where returned from a motor trip to Massa
A sitting hen should be given a
they have been fishing all summer.
chusetts where they spent a week as
place to herself where she cannot be pi nied by Mrs. Wi’liam Johnston.
Mrs. Harriet Moorlan Carver and guests of Mrs. Rose l>aine Nash and
Miss Blanche Gross is passi.'g a two
disturbed by other hens trying to
children who have been spending a other relatives and friends. They re
crowd into the nest with them. When weeks vacation in Boston.
Wiliam F. Brooks, Jr., is in Mont few weeks in Rockland are staying port a very enjoyable trip with no’
it is necessary to set hens indoors,
COMPOUND
with Mrs. Carver’s parents, Mr. and even a blowout to mar their pleasure.
each one should have an Individual clair, N. J.
The Susannah Wesley Society met Mrs. Moorlan.
Mrs. Rappley of Walpole, who has
t un fenced off with chicken wire, if
Mrs. Flora Speed goes to Boston in been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Beit
that is not practical, hens must be with Mrs. Geneva WJelt Monday even
Andrews, has returned home.
a few days for the winter.
confined to their nests and only re ing.
Frank and Mintie Perry have gone
The Tuesday Sewing Club met witn
The children of the Methodist Sab
leased at regular intervals so they
Mrs. Robert Heald last week. A spe
can eat and exercise. Unless this bath School were entertained in the away for the winter.
Mrs. Mattie Speed Maddocks en cial feature of the evening’s enter
pian is followed, you will often find vestry Wednesday afternoon of last
Cold
Games were played and tertained Massachusetts guests over tainment was the programs brought
two or more hens crowded onto one week.
in on the new Majestic radio. Hal
the weekend.
nest ’with eggs growing cold in the freshments served.
Mrs. Sadie Levensaler nas received
other nests.
A. A. Bain arrived in his boat loween favors and decorations had
their place at the refreshment table.
If sitting coops are placed on high word of the sudden death of her sis Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heal and son
ground with sufficient drainage ail ter, Mrs. Alice Shepherd of Malden,
that eomea in pleasant tasting tab
'
Harold were dinner guests Sunday of
around, nests may be placed directly Mass.
lets, one of which will break up a
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Heal in Cam
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Robinson have
on the ground.. Scoop out a depres
cold so quickly you’ll be astonished.
den.
sion so the nest can be properly closed their house and gone to De
Pape’s Cold Compound is what they
Work on the new piece of State
shaped to keep the eggs from roll troit, Mich.
call it. and any drugstore you visit
highway extending from West Rock
ing out. If conditions make it neces
Ann<ouncement has been received
will have it—for thirty-five cents!
port square to the Rockland line on
sary to have a floor in the coop, sod of the marriage of Mrs. Elizabeth E
A liad cold that has settled on the
A
stubborn
cough
that
hangs
on
Route 101 began last week. This
or loose dirt can be used to support Fossett and Dr. George H. Cvombs al
Singers can’t always keep from
lungs is conquered the same way;
after
a
hard
cold
or
an
attack
of
will connect with the section already
the outer edges of the nest. Better the home of Mr. and Mr/. Shirley
catching cold, but they can get the
just takes a little longer. Pape’s
still, make the nest in a box about 6 Grose in Rockland. Oct. 31. with the bronchitis yields quickly to the heal completed between West Rockport
best of any cold in a few hours—
wuy is better than “doping,” so re
ing
curative
virtues
of
Foley's
Honey
and Union.
inches deep and 15 inches square for Rev. Walter S. Rounds officiating.
and so can you. Get the compound
member the name.
and
Tar
Compound.
Made
of
pure
Miss Dorothy Nutt entertained the
ordinary breeds. For Asiatics,, nest
Mr. and Mrs. George G-enthner have
pine
tar.
fresh
demulcent
honey,
with
boxes should be from 18 to 20 inches l>een in Portland a few days.
members of the junior and senior
into the first Seminary building as the
NORTHFIELD’S BIG DAY
square. Pack sod or earth in the
Miss Lena Starks. Mrs. William other valuable cough-healing medi classes of Rockport High School
result of having been driven by a
I corners to round them out. Then ar Stafford, Mrs. Sarah Stafford and cines. Foley’s Honey and Tar spreads Thursday evening at a Halloween
Students and alumnae from 43 jeastly urge to give up a profitable
range your nesting material inside Mrs. Walter Stafford of Lubec have a soothing healing coating over the party at the home of her parents, Mr.
States and 55 countries joined hands business to help umbitlous youth to
the depression so formed. The use of been recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. inflamed lining of the throat and air and Mrs. Robert Nutt.
i nd hearts Saturday to commemorate en education and to a bett -r life. At
passages. Bronchial coughs, disturb
sod or earth is advisable because it Joseph Stafford.
the golden anniversary of the found tlie close of tlie ceremonies the three
helps to conserve the moisture so
The Pep pie’s Laundry, Limerock ing of tiie XorthfleM Schools hy the members of the first Seminary class
Mrs. Florence Snuman has been ing night coughs, frightening croupy
necessary during incubation.
called to Buxton by the illress of her coughs are quickly stopped. Con street, is prepared to lighten your world renowned evangelist," Dwight were entertained by Elliott Speer,
To my mind, the ideal nesting ma sister.
stantly In use >>ver 50 .years, mora household burdens at only nominal I L. Moody. Participating in the exer
president of the Northfield Schools,
terial is clean fine straw or hay. It is
The Missionary Society of the Bap than 2,000,000 are used yearly. Ask ! expense. Telephone 170 and let us cises were three of first IG students and Miss Myra Wilson, principal of
difficult to shape a nest with long tist Church held its November meet your druggist for Foley’s Honey and call for your family wash and return
who 59 years ago to a day trudged the Northfield Seminary. The Northcoarse straw. Leaves are sometimes
ing at the residence of Mrs. Henry P. Tar Compound and use no other. Sold it to you immaculate. The cost is | through 16 inches of snow to the field Schools are today represented in
used for nests and are quite satisfac
surprisingly
low.
,
124-tf
everywhere.
Mason. Twefity members and guests
Moody home which he had turned Maine by 26S alumnae and students.
tory.
Having provided the hen with ade were present. A pleasing program
quate nesting facilities, the next con was given and each member gave an
sideration is to provide proper food account of how she earned a dollar.
and exercise. The hen should be per Plans were made for taking up
mitted to leave her nest occasionally White Cross work at the next meet
to eat and exercise, but must not be ing which will be held with Mrs. S.
allowed to stay off the eggs until they H. Weston. It was voted to pay $30
get chilled. Feed her equal parts of toward the contribution of the church
wheat and corn on the ground or in a to missions. A buffet lunch of crab
pan near the nest, but feed no mash. meat salad, hot rolls, pickles, cake
Provide plenty of pure, fresh water, and coffee was served by the hostess
grit and charcoal. The sitting hen assisted hy Mrs. Ethl Bn nr.
will usually leaye her nest once a day
NOTICE TO MARINERS
for feed and water. If she does not.
take her off and close the nest so she
West
Penol>scot
Bay—Muscle
cannot get back too soon. If she Ridge
Channel—Little
Hurricane
stays away too long, take her gently Island Ledges Buoy discontinued Oct.
away from the food and put her back 25.
on the nest. If the weather is rather
Boston Bay—Massachusetts—Cor
cool, she should not leave the eggs rection-North Channel Gas Buoy 1
more than 10 or 20 minutes. In mild temporarily moved Oct. 9, 1G0 feet, 30
weather she may stay away some deg. on account of dredging opera
what longer.
An unusually good value!
VOS am f
tions, not Boston Main Channel Gas
Visit your hens regularly while they Buoy 1 as previously reported.
are sitting and watch them closely.
Our skilled buyers plan for this
Vineyard Sound—Vineyard Sound
If a hen is a good sitter, she will Lightship to be returned to station
great event months ahead.
Two popular laundry soaps at a low price I
stick right on the job, and give you and relief lightship withdrawn.
CAKES ,
very little trouble, but some hens are/ Narragansett Bay—Eastern Passage
Important economies ore ef
restless, mash the eggs by moving —Changes in buoyage made Oct. 24
fected.
The savings on
about or mash newly hatched chicks. • Common Fence Point Shoal Beil Buoy
Fresh from the ovens I
Chicks should be taken from such hens 2CF established in place of Common
nationally known pro
PKGS.
as fast as they are hatched and putin Fence Point Shoal Gas and Bell Buoy
ducts and our own brands
an incubator or under some other 2CF, then discontinued. Bell buoy is
hen. Always remove empty shells. red, skeleton superstructure. Bishop
ore passed along to you
Rich in iron and nutrition!
Otherwise they may slip over other Rock Shoal Gas and Bell Buoy 8A es
PKGS.
in full measure.
eggs and smother chicks struggling tablished in place of Bishop Rock
SEEDLESS
to get out ef their shells. Also when Shoal Bell Buoy 8% then discon
ever an egg is broken during the tinued.. Gas and bell buoy is red,
The champagne of ginger ales t
earlier stages of hatching, remove it.
BOTS.
skeleton superstructur?; and shows
if its contents are smeared over other
an occulting red light every 2 seconds,
eggs, wipe them clean with a wet
“AMERICA’S
light 1 second, eclipse 1 second, of 20
cloth and return them to the nest at
For breakfast - - tomorrow 1
nNEsr
candle-power, 12 feet above water.
once. Use only lukewarm water for
this purpose. Make necessary exam
NORTH HAVEN
ination of the nests while your hens
are eating to avoid disturbing them.
liev. and Mrs. H. F. Huse arrived
P ABST. The wonder cheese
Needless to say, thorough sanita home Friday after a two weeks’ va
' LB.
tion of nests and coops is necessary cation among relatives and friends.
The coop or building in which hatch
Hiram Farrow, surveyor, of Rock
I
RED LABEL
ing is done should be thoroughly dis land. is in town for a short stay.
Improves the flavor of coffee!
CAN
infected at least once a week. The
Mrs. Mary Brown leaves Monday
nest should not only be kept clean for her home at The Highlands. Rock
as suggested above, but the hen land, after spending the summer with
TRIAL PKG.
The outstanding whole wheat breakfast food !
should be thoroughly dusted with lice her sister, Mrsr. Margaret Smith.
.PKGS.
powder before hatching Is started and
James Tabbutt was a visitor in
again on the seventeenth day.
Boston last week.
5<i lb. pkg.
f
/
(Copyright. 1929
Mrs. W. S. Hopkins is visiting her
The toilet soap supreme !
by Dr. L. D. LeGear, V. S.)
son Bryant for a few days.
CAKES
A cargo of coal has recently been
discharged for C. E. Waterman & Co.
LB. PKG
PLEASANT POINT
After a two weeks’ vacation Rev.
Cleans a million things I
Mrs. Nettie Seavey picked a straw and Mrs. Henry F. Huse returned
PKGS.
berry blossom Oct. 25.
to North Haven Friday. At the
Mrs. Riley Davis‘is slowly recov church service Sunday morning Mr.
ering from a surgical operation in a Huse gave an account of some of the
Portland hospital.
events of his trip away. Sunday Oct.
Lobster fishermen are reporting the 20 he attended the Dudley Street
shellfish scarce but are getting 40 Church in Boston, known as the Sing
Each bottle makes 2 glasses of pure felly I
cents a pound for their catch.
ing Church. This was Mr. Huse's
W. J. Morse is driving a new Chev home church. When a boy there were
2 BOTS*
F1AVOM
rolet truck.
three preaching services a Sunday.
Sharp reductions for one week
Charles Gould. Miss Marion Gould One of the recollections was the redFor an Ideal winter breakfast I
only to enable regular customers
end Miss Bertha Gould who ha»e b-< n letter Sundays when he could sit in
spending the past five months at Gull the balcony and get behind one of the
to make a saving and to acquaint
Rock cottage are soon to return to big pillars where he could neither see
SM.
new customers with the excellence
the minister nor lie seen by him! Sun
Somerville. Mass.
A delicious topping for your griddle cakes I.
PKG.
Harry Wood and son and Pearl day nights Dudley Street is packed to
of our coffees - most economical
BOT. 1
Coffin of Weeks' Mills spent the the doors. It is a community church
tf
LGE.
because of excellent aroma, flavor
weekend at Mooscbar cottage. 1-asi and a great factor in the religious life
PKG.
Sunday were deepsea fishing with of Boston. October 27 he with Mrs.
Makes milk into delicious dessert* I
and strength.
W. Malony as skipper and Fer<i Huse and daughter Marjorie attend
. PKGS.
Morse as mate. They caught a good ed the Central Congregational Church
FLAVOM
REX for Mmitdbla Flavor?
fare but one of the crew fed the fish in Providence, B. I. This is one of
!
the finest churches in the city. It I
instead of catching them.
A blend of the finest coffees
Genuine New Orleans molasses I
1
LGB.
Mrs. Grace Maloney spent Sunday was filled this Sunday morning, the i
from
the
world's
best
CAN
'
1
preacher
being
Dr.
Henry
S.
Coffin,
with her son Ernest Maloney anJ
plantations • the result of
family at Port Clyde. He is having president of the Union Theological
dormer windows put on his house and Seminary of New York City. Octo
years
of search by our
Flavors Best !
BOZ.
30-foot sunporch, glassed in. For ber 30 he attended tlie session of tlie
coffee expert* - for a flavor
BOT.
Massachusetts
Baptist
Canvention
in
est llupper is doing the work.
that would be unique and
All roads led to the Pleasant Point Brockton. There was an attendance
schoolhouse last Wednesday ecening, of 1200. The speakers were Alton
Now irradiated with (he sunshine vitamlne I
satisfying.
CAKE
tlie attraction being a baked bon Miller, president of the Northern Bap
tist
Convention,
and
Dr.
Clarence
C.
supper which was In charge of Eve
lyn Mossman and her pupils.
The Barbour, the newly elected president
program: Dialogue “When Tommy of Brown University A graduate of
A quality product in a useful goblet I
meets his excuses," by the little folks; Brown it was an unusual pleasure to
FOR
not
only
hear
Dr
Barbour
in
his
mas

violin and organ duets. Henry Teel
lb.
terly
message
upon
“
Being
Witnesses
and Arthur Maloney; play “The Bus
broke down,” pupils; recitation, Ma for Christ,’” hut after the address to
For a tasty and healthful dish I
lb.
rion Coombs: play. “Aunt Harriet's meet him and to shake his hand In
CANS’
the
two
weeks
time
Mr.
Huse
vis

Night out." Evelyn Mossman, Mildred
ited
Boston,
Taunton.
Wilmington.
Marshall and Marion Orne. The lit
Hartford,
Brockton,
The sanitary wrapped toilet tissue I
f
tle ones who helped with the enter New- York.
tainment were: Edith and Howa.4 Providence and Bradford, Mass.
MillsBeverage
Orne, Carl Young. Anna Seavey.
A very pretty wedding and one of
MORE VALUES
Gwendolyn Stimpson and Hariand
For (hat additional flavor I
Davis. The schoolhouse was taste great interest took place SaturdayROTAL FRUIT GELATIN
X PROS.
xoz
fully decorated. More than «2& was night at the home of the bride’s
TIN.
BENEFIT BAKING POWDER lb. can tif
realized which goes for school sup mother, Mrs. Ruth M. Beverage, when
her
daughter
Edith
E.,
was
united
in
plies.
ROCKWOOD’S COCOA
X lb. pkg. >St
marriage to Bernard R. Mills. The
it PACKAGE CANDIES
1 FOR It
ceremony with the impressive double
A NEWER SONG
ring was performed by Rev. Henry
rmmaia patties
lb. box 290
[For The Courier-Gazettej
F. Huse, pastor of the North Haven
Let's sing another song today,
CLOVERLAND CHOCOLATES lb. box 49?
Baptist Church, in the presence of
As new as is this morning's cUw.
Of things, so strangt and woiderful.
thet immediate families of the con
Our ears now hear, and eyes now view.
tracting parties. The bride wore a
peach-colored silk dress and carried
Sing how the daring hearts have gone.
ROLL BUTTER
a handsome bouquet of chrysanthe
On wings, their conquest to declare;
And how the patient have contrived
mums. The bridesmaid, a sister of
The new member of the Cloverdale Butter family - growing
Not an ordinary sliced bacon-a genuine quality product.
To wrest hid treasures from tho air;
the bride. Miss Nettie Beverage wore
rapidly in favor - specially priced this week
You
must
see
it
to
really
appreciate
haw
tempting
it
looks
a Nile-green silk and also carried
How life today Is slippered ease
Compared with yesterday’s turmoil,
chrysanthemums.
Frank Mills, a
at
the same price as Cloverdale fancy
and you must, try it to
Since harnessed nature can relieve
brother of the groom acted as best
appreciate its distinctive
**•
creamery tub butter.
The workers of his hardest toil.
man. The wedding march was played
flavor.
by Mrs. Marston Beverage of Cam
Sing of the wonder that can bring.
To meanest hut or grandest hail.
den. After the ceremony and felici
The broadcast of a nation's voice
tations a collation waqjerved and the
Churned from sweet nuts and milk I
In ipercy’s plea or pleasure’s call.
wedding cake, gift and work of Mrs.
Albert
Beverage,
was
cut
and
passed
Sing, In a glorious ecstacy.
Of what God to our day has given—
Both bride and groom are popular
A new earth, making In our sight.
North Haveners. For several years
(Suggestive of a new-made Heaven.
the bride has been the very success
R. D. Brodie.
ful teacher and principal in one of the
bong Cove.
village schools. Mr. and Mrs. Mills
are the recipients of many fine and
nov
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that you useful gifts. They will continue to
can buy coplea of The Courier-Gazette, with
live
in
North
Haven.
For
the
winter
the home news, at Hotallng’s New* Agency.
they have taken tiie Harris house,
308 West <Otb ntreob

Pape s
COLD

By Dr. L. D. LeGear, V.S., St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. LeGear is a graduate of the Ontario
Veterinary College, 1892. Thirty-six
years of veterinary practice on diseases
of live stock and poultry. Eminent au
thority on poultry and stock raising.
Nationally known poultry breeder.

T’otcd author and lecturer.
........................................... .....................—

ARTICLE XIX?
WHEN NATURE
and the problem of securing enough
“MOTHERS” THE EGGS broody liens for his entire hatch is

not very often encountered.
Don’t Leave the Whole Job To Your
As far as results are concerned,
Hens If You Use Nature’s Method one meth; <l is as good as the other
of
Hatching—Careful Folowing if proper methods are employed.
Out of Simple Rules insures a
Firs: of all . considerable care
Maximum Degree of Success
should be exercised in the selection
of bens used for hatching eggs. The
J following points are very important.
Editor’s Note—This Is another story In a The hen should have a well developed
series of 52 stories on poultry raising written
by the well known national poultry authority, broody inclination; should be even
Dr. L. D. LeGear, V. 8., of St. Louis. The tempered, free from nervousness and
entire series will appear In this paper. Our i not too offensive when approached
readers are urged to read them carefully and
■ while setting. A yearling or twoclip them out for future reference.
year-old is more dependable than a
•pullet; never use pullets if you can
The question which is best, hen | avoid it. Use only hens that are
or incubator, has been discussed pro large enough to thoroughly cover the
and con almost as much as that desired number of eggs with a little
prime favorite of old time high school to spare. Use only healthy, vigor
debating societies “Which came first, ous hens, in good flesh and having
the chicken or the egg?” The real br ght < yes and red combs.
solution of the problem depends
Eggs should not be put under any
largely on circumstances For a num- Inn until she has shown well de
ber of reasons, the commercial poul veloped signs of broodiness. It is a
try raiser is fcrced to use the incu good plan to put several china eggs
bator. For the owner of the average under her ladyship at firsthand con
back yard or farm flock, however, it fine her to the nest for a day or two.
often happens that hens will serve If at the end of the second day she
the purpose just as well and for a still shows unmistakable signs of
much smaller outlay.
Unlike the broodiness, remove the china eggs
commercial breeder, he ^an usually and give her the eggs to he hatched.
afford to wait until hens are broody Let her feel the *eggs under her be-

Quickly Stops
Dreaded Coughing

Cold Can ’t Cause
Them to Disappoint!

CLOVERDALE
real

When

Pink Salmon

are upset

ale

Z^»Z9

P & 6 or Star Soap

Baby ills and ailments seem
twice as serious at night. A sud
den cry may mean colic. Or a
sudden attack of diarrhea—a con
dition it is always important to
check quickly. How would you
meet this emergency—tonight?
Have you a bottle of Castoria
ready? There is nothing that can
take the place of this harmless
but effective remedy for children;
nothing that acts quite the same,
or has quite the same comforting
effect on them.
For the protection of your wee
one—for your own peace of mind
—keep this old, reliable prepara

Uneeda Biscuit

Raisins

tion always on hand. But don’t

keep it just for emergencies; let
it be an everyday aid. Its gentle
influence will ease and soothe the
infant who cannot sleep. Its mild
regulation will help an older child
whose tongue is coated because of
sluggish bowels. All druggists
have Castoria; the genuine bears
Chas. H. Fletcher's signature on
the wrapper.

Canada Dry Ginger Ale

Welch’s Grape Juice

Leaf Cheese

SALADA
TEA

•

Eagle Condensed Milk

19’

)

8

Shredded Wheat

22

Camay Soap

Oakite

COFFEE SALE

Tfte Chirf— extra fare because extra fast and
extra line.

Thr California Limttrd- xrlusively first
class—no extra fare.

Tho Hrand Canyon Llmitrd—exclusively
first class. No extra fare. Runs direct to Los
Angeles carrying Pullmans for Plioenix and
Grand Canyon as well as Los Angeles.

Tho Xarajo, The Seoul and Missionary
—no extra fare.
Fred Ilarvey dining service is another dis
tinctive feature of this distinctive railway.
Midwinter Encortcd All-Expense Tourn on certain
days in Junuury, February and March.

Minute Jelly

Z

Aunt Jemima’s

Z3

Women’s Club Molasses

Baker’s Extracts

“43*

Fleischmann’s Yeast

Pan American 391
Surprise
33*

Slade’s Goblet Mustard

Beech-Nut Spaghetti

Statler Toilet Tissue

Matte Pullman reservations early
S. Carlson. Pist. Pass. A Kent
Santa Fe Ily.

3

Z1

Slade’s Nutmeg

212 Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass.
Phones : Liberty 7944 and 7945

Canyon

QUAKER

Junket

Six daily California trains to choose from—

Indian - dolour — Grand

Z

Vermont Maid Syrup

The Santa Fe offers you the only extra
fast, extra fine, extra fare service to
Southern California — It has no rival.

The

4X

OATS

is the ideal place
io spend the winter.
YOU may not know
the best way fo
there **•

SantaTie
w r

Five

Line

LOANS

Tops-All Bacon

On Your Own Signature

Up To $300.00
No Endorsers—No Red Tape
Interest at 3% per month (which includes all charges and
fees of every kind) on the unpaid amount of loan

HOME FINANCE CORPORATION
10 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me,
Telephone 675-W
62-tf

Cloverdale

Sweet-Nut Margarine
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YOUR KIDNEYS

The Robert Grays who have been
Miss Ruth Blodgett and Miss Anna occupying tiie Hart house on High
|| Dillingham who have spent the snm- street during the summer, have re
Give Them Help When Needed!
ktner in town are leaving today. Miss turned to their home in Newto .,
OOD health isn't possible unless your kid*
Blodgett for New York. Miss Dilllng- Mass. *
neys are properly removing the waste im
ham for Boston.
Robert Maxwell of Des Moines,
purities from your blood.
;l The Woman's Christian Temp-r- I.owa, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
For bladder irregularities and for tho
"ance Union will meet next Friday f Bert C. Bean. Spring street.
lameness, stiffness and constant back
(ternoon at 2 o'clock with Mrs. Sus "i
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy. Mr.
ache
due to sluggish kidneys, use
J Strout.
and Mrs. Harold Hardy and Mr. ami
Doan's Pills.
Mrs.
Frank
Payson
are
oh
a
gunning
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Linekin motored
Doans increase the activity of the
to Skowhegan Sunday to visit their trip at Ripogenus.
kidneys and thus assist in the
Mrs.
Kate
Sherman
'and
Miss
daughter Elizabeth. Mrs. I.inekin
elimination of waste impurities.
Edythe Clough have moved to their
will remain for the week.
Used and recommended the world
rooms in the Camden block for the
Mrs. Fred Redman returned Satur
over. Sold by dealers everywhere.
winter.
day from a visit with her son Cat’eA Stimulant
Newell XVare has gone to Skowhcton Copeland in Dorchester and her
,
Diuretic
managerial po,.
,
gan where
daughter.
Mrs. Fred Green in nWater. , he lias anew Strand The
to the Kidney*
.
,,
sttton with tiie tine r
town, Mass.
atre. His place as nianager of the
o Miss Margaret Ruggles is leavirg Comique has been taken by Earl Pat
[ today for Boston to visit friends.
terson. Mr. Patterson is a Camden
Mr. and Mrs. Ferrell Mann ard this . evening. Tuesday.
at .the
I Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Sturtevant. hoy of unusual musical ability who
Raymond Young, Clifton Felt. John lias been connected with the theatre daughter June of Two Bush Light are Y.M.C.A. Frank A. Washburn, fom' Upham, Warren Everett and Chester tor some length of time and is ably g'.ests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleve- tnissioner of agriculture, will de4ive;
land.
an address.
, Smalley attended the Colby-Maine fitted for this position. Always a,
ctmmodating and genial. t|ie many . Mrs. Jennie Phillips has taken
game at Waterville Saturday.
“Tiie Cock-Eyed World” will be tho
1
Albert Elliot “pent the weekend at , i.trons of this theatre are assured °4npartments in the Camden block foi attraction at the Cop.ique Theatre on
his home here, motoring from Boston courteous and attentive management., . ..-inter
Wednesday and Thursday of this
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Wellman of
...
-.
, ,
, with Alfred M. Strout.
week.
The Dis.net Nursing Association
>
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Shaw are vis Rumford are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Greenlaw oi
has enS;,S d Miss Dorothy Dolly, a
iting in tiie family of their s^n Clar Fred Dean
RalpliIIennett was a lucky gunner !graduate of the Knox Hospital North Haven are guests of Mr. and
ence in Providence, It. 1.
Mrs. Arthur Davis.
i
The Baptist Church will hold cut- on Saturday bringing down a small in Rockland, as district nurse, to take
the place of Miss ( handler who re
Miss Virginia Rio.» has gone to New
tage prayer meetings in the following buck near Bald Rock,
homes this w eek: Tuesday evening
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Fish have rc- signed to accept a responsible posi York for a visit with friends.
Mi's. Cora Buzzell Millay has been
vitli Mr. wd Mrs. A. O. Long; Wed- turned from Woodtords where they tion at the Rockland Hospital. Miss
nesday evening witli Mr. and Mrs. were weekend guests of Mrs. II. L. Dolly will reside at the home of Mrs. the.guest ol‘ Mrs. John W. Tufts. Mrs
Charles Starrett. Knox street; Friday Furhan and Miss Mary C. Davis E. B. Cljirk, High street. Telephone Millay is enroute for New York
where she will spend
winter wth
evening with Mr. and Mrs. William They were accompanied by his number is 138-2.
The monthly meeting of the Par- ' 1 er daughter, Edna St Vincent Mili mother. Mrs. J. C. Fish who has been
Newbert, Wadsworth street.
ent-Teachers'Association will be held lay (Mrs. Eugene Bolssevain.)
The Baptist Society are having an their guest, for several weeks.
entry built to the entrance to the I
vestry as a protection against snowslides. A cement walk from the entry
to the street will also be built.
Mrs. Leila Morrison who has been
ROCKLAND DIVISION
visiting her sister. Mrs. L. E. Stur
tevant, returned to her home in Ells
worth Saturday.
Thomaston’s popular violinist, Miss
Bertha Luce had part in the program
of the Philharmonic Club of Rock
land in their exchange with the Lew 
iston-Auburn Club Friday evening
Mrs. Luce was the accompanist foi
Iter daughter.
Tiie Baptist Mission Circle 'is meet
ing this afternoon at 2 o'clock with
Miss Christine Moore, leader Mrs. H.
S. Kilborn, topic "Medical Missions "
The regular weekly meeting of the
Ladies' Aid will be at the vestry Wed
nesday. There will be knotting and
picnic dinner will be served at noon.
Capt. John Brown spent Monday on
business in Portland.
Mrs. Nancy Bushnell is leaving to
day for Cushing where she will spend
the winter with Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Flint.
Ora Frost has, moved from Main
street to his farm on upper Beechwoods street.
The Ladies' Aid of the Fedeia'ed
Church will hold a cooked food sale
at the store of Levi Seavey Friday
HE FINEST FLAVORED CORN IN THE WORLD
afternoon at 1.30.
•
Rev. H. S. Kilborn entertained a
nufmber of the boys from the Sun
day School at supper in the vestry
Monday with Mr. Robinson of the
Rockland National Bank as the
speaker. Housekeepers were Mesdames Amy Tripp, Dora Kalloeh and
Leona Starrett.
FRANKLIN FARMS BRAND
> The Half Hour Reading Club was
organized at the home or Miss Mar
garet Ruggles Friday evening. The
membership at that time consisted
of 43 wemen. Membership in the club
may he had by a promise to read non
fiction literature one hour daily, and
a yearly due of 25 cents. The income
will be used for the purchase of
books to be read by the members
HULLLESS
j^hich will be finally given to the
TASTY BITS
public library. A meeting will be
held at the beginning of the year
and another at its close when a list
Par Pkg.
of books read will be submitted. The
•el^b will no doubt attain a large
membership.
At their meeting Sunday evening
Per Lb.
the Congregational Society voted to
concur with the church in calling
THE NEW
Rev. H. F. Leach of McTaggart-Saskatchewan. Canada, to become pastor
DELICIOUS PINEAPPLE
of the Federated Church. Mr. Leach
Sanitary
CONFECTION FROM
is highly recommended. He is said
to be about forty years of age and to
Tins
HONOLULU
have been very successful. Thom
aston is a good field for such a man
and with so large a constituency as
the Federated Church has much can
be accomplished.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Shaw returned
Monday from their visit to their their
son Clarence in Prividence, It. I-

!

G

Doan’s Pills

WEEK of NOVEMBER 4 to NOVEMBER 9
FANCY MAINE

Golden
KJ
bantam VVKN

No. %
cans

ancy Quality Little Buster

MB tB*

GOLDEN

Pop Corn PINEAPPLE
MIXED
NUTS
c
NEW CROP

Z3

2

PER

PACKAGE

12

♦ # ♦ ♦

Friday evening the Woman's Auxil
ary of Williams-Brasier Post met at
the home of Miss Harriet "Williams
in annual meeting. These officers were |
elected: President. Mrs. Hazel Anzalone; vice president. Mrs. Anna |
Brasier; secretary. Miss Harr.tt
Williams; treasurer. Mrs. Avis Bra
zier; executive committee. Miss Jes
sie Stewart, Mrs. Edith Clark. Mi l.
Edna Smith; historian. MVs. Clata
"Williams;
sergeant-at-arms, Mrs.
Dorothy Hastings; chaplain, Mrs. Letitia Starrett. Plans were made for
the annual Armistice night supper in
honor of Williams-Brasier Post. This
year (he supper wiil lie served in tho
Congregational vestry Monday ev *nir.g at 6.30 o’clock. Mrs. Anna Brasicr is chairman of the supper com - I
mlttee and Mrs. Hazel Anzalone will
he In charge of the dining room.
All Thomaston ex-service
men.
whether or not members of the post,
are cordially invited. And also mem- I
■hers of their families who should b ?long to the auxiliary. The auxiliary
has worked hard the past year, the
principal object being the proposed
memorial library building and it is
hoped to add materially to the fund
during the coming year. A program
committee was appointed by the pres
ident at the November first meeting
with the object in view of accom
plishing more work and having more
profitable meetings this year.
... a

Isaac Bunker
Isaac Bunker, the last of 10 chil
dren born to William J. Bunker and
Jane M. (Read) Bunker, died in
Rockland, Oct. 31. Mr. Bunker was
for many years associated with his
father and later with his brothers
"William P. and John in the black
smith business where he gained th
reputation as a master shoer of
horses. After the death of his broth, r
John Isaac retired from the blackcmith business and rented his shop,
reserving a space for doing wheel
wright work. Age finally compelled i
him to give up woVk. A few weeks
ago he went to Rockland to live with
his nephew. Stanley Cushing, where
at stated previously he passed away.
Private funeral services were held at
his former home on Dunn street
Sunday afternoon. Rev. H. S. Kilborn
officiating. Tiie bearers wet- Charles
c. McDonald, Richard Fcehan, Clar
ence Robinson anil Rodney Feyler.

Made specially for this sale by_
St. Clair & Allen

MOLASSES

Corn Cakes

Nation Wide Brand

Peanut Brittle
I '

e y

1 Lb.

VIENNA SAUSAGE
RANCHO BRAND

‘

FULL OF PEANUTS

25

5

»c

25*

SPECIAL NATION WIDE VALUES FOR THIS WEEK

FANCY CkETEf VREU
QUALITY

Caught in the Gulf of
Mexico
-------------------------- ,-------------

Fancy Cuban
Sliced

Th. Swcctaat
Pineappl,
Crown

pPer
cr
Can
Can

EP

£

Pineapple ~~
SPLENDID
BRAND Dandelion Greens
Bean Hole Beans
WjP
RUS Wine Jelly
K., 25
No. 2
Can

Largs
She

SPEND YOUR MONEY WHERE IT GOES THE FARTHEST^

BUT NOT THE FARTHEST FROM HOME

MONTPELIER

“THE LAND OF A THOUSAND
LAKES”
Finland is often called 'The land of
a thousand lakes," but that is only
bAause no one has ever counted
them. To call it the land of ten or
twenty thousand lakes would prob
ably describe it more accurately. In
scores of regions in Finland, the lakes
are the roads. If you wish to go to
market, you go by boat. If you wish
to attend church, you ste;> into a
row boat in your Sunday best, and
strong rowers take you there.- Siml-.
larly, Finland might be called the
land of a hundred thousand islands..
No ope has ever .counted them. I
asked one man at Savonlinna how
many were in the lake there and he
answered. "As many as there are
days in the year." 1 asked^another at
Sortavala on Lake Ladoga and he an
swered, "A hundred that have names,
a hundred with no names, and a hun
dred that only come above water a
few weeks a year." All of this makes
Finland an ideal tourist land if you
want a romantic water holiday' I
saw the land first from an aeroplane,
and it looked as though the Creator
had bespangled the velvet fir lands
with silver. No other land in Europe
has beauty of this kind so lavishly
displayed. It is the Lake District of
the continent.

Wanted

Mrs. Coltfy Hupper and son Vernon
-----•
WANTED -4 or 5 room furnished apartment
of Criehaven and Mrs. Charles Whit- Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
all modern for two adults, In good central
more of Rockland were Thursday
As Sir Harry would say—"When I
location with gurag e. Call ROOM 76,
Thorndike Hotel.
*
133*125
callers on Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. was a wee lad," Knox County was
WANTED- Ambitious women can earn 60c
D<an. West street.
flooded with pictures of "Montpelier."
i»cr hour or more selling (Tiristmas trees and
Mrs. Elizabeth J.\ Suvage of Ban-I Whether they were etchings or pen
hosiery. Apply by letter to E. S. ( I’RTIS,
eor w as guest of Capt. and Mrs. Ern- and ink sketches I do not know. The
47 No. Main St., Rockland.
I33*r5
est Torrey while in town, her visit artist. 1 think, was William Rivers of
WANTED—-Washings and Ironings at 23
>eing occasioned by the inspection of Thomaston. One of those pictures
CRDSCENT ST. Tel. 82-K.
133-135
he Fred A. Norwood W. R. C. Friday. 1,ting on the wall of my aunt's
WANTED Housekeeper 40 to 50 years old
Herbert Berry is moving his fam- home—"to the best of my knowledge
for man and boy. Good/place for one witlio it
a home. Address MELVIN CONABY, Sun
)ly from the Adelaide Morrill house and belief"—I never saw the original
shine, Me.
133*135
on Mechanic street to the Harriet "Montpelier” of General Henry Knox
WANTED-- Position as DooRkieper and
Wentworth house on Central street.
although it was still standing for
Stenographer. Experienced. Best of refer
Marion Weidman who has been at- some years after I made my debut at
ences. Address X.X.M , Courier-Gazette.
ending the Methodist ' missionary Tenant's Harbor. I have seen so
133*135
;,.nference at Columbus, Ohio, re- many pictures of it, and read so much
WANTED—Stenographer at the lOCKLAND
turned home*Friday.
about it, that probably when I get
BURN ITU URE CO.
133-1,5
Mts. Ida Ingraham of Camden was along in years 1 will be telling folks
WANTED By Western gentleman ro< ni
guest Saturday of Mrs. Cacildia Cain that I did see it.
and beard in private family, city or country:
references exchanged.
Give particulars lr
Tiie story of tiie building of "Montltd Mrs. Emma Torrey.
letter: also children If any and number of
Donald Dodge who has been spend- pelier" reads something like the story
phono. A. Al. DeFOOTE, Gen. D»»lv., Rock
ing the summer at his cottage on of the building of King Solomon's
land, Me.
133*13.5
Beauchamp Point left Monday noon temple:
WANTED—Care of Invrlld or child or house
tor Philadelphia.
j "In 1793 Gen. Knox sent workmen
keeper for lone man or woman by Dr. widow.
Melvin Conary of Sunshine was a from .Boston, under the superintenBest of recommendations. A.S.P., 16 Gurdy St.,
Rockland.
133*135
Veekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Jence'of an architect, who erected at
Rhodes.
| Thomaston a spacious mansion of
WANTED LMMEDIATELY—Kind, depend
able attendant for elderly woman. No heavy
Rev. and Mrs. O. L. Pressey of wood. It was of three stories, in
work. Good place for right person. Address
l.oothbay who have been in town the cluding a brick basement, and was
R. H. CARL. Courier-Gazette.
132*134
past week owing to the serious ill surmountetd by a fourth cupola-like
WANTED—Washings of ail kinds. Called
ness of his mother. Mrs. A. D. Sim- story, in the roof. This magnificent
for and delivered. At 18 STATE ST. or Tel.
mons. returned home Saturday. Mrs. mansion, erected at a cost of $50,000,
Ili3-.I.
131*133
immons still remains very ill at the was completed in 1794. Gen. Knox,
WANTED-' Two or three aged people to
home of her daughter, Mrs. H. L. with his family, came from Philadelbesrd : warm sunny rooms, best (* food and
prices reasonable. Call 5J8-M or write MRS.
Withee.
phia to make his permanent home on
L. B. SMITH, Wessaweskeag Inn. Rockland.
Cecil Rhodes and Clarence Colla- his Maine estate, having previously
131*142
Advertisements
In
this
column
not
to
exceed
more spent tiie weekend at Castine resigned his position as Secretary of
lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
WANTED—Position as housekeeper by
as guests of Lloyd Rhodes and May- War in President Washington's cahl. three
for .50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each woman with daughter 12 years old. TEL.
nard Graffam who are students at net. He did not live long to enjoy for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six 1161-J or write R.S.W., Owl’s Head, Me.
131*133
the Normal School.
this beautiful mansion, as he died on words make a line.
Mrs. Sarah Buzzell of Simonton Oct. 25, 1806, aged 56 years.”
WANTED—Housekeeper, one who can go
home
nights
preferred.
Call
Rear
12
KNOX
spent Saturday and Sunday -at the Then, like the Temple, the manLost and Found
ST. or TEL. 578-W.
I2D-tf
home of her sister, Mrs| Nancy J. sion was destroyed. Now after a
Tribou.
lapse ol more than 50 years a new
LOST—Bill folder las: evening, Nov. 4,
The Twentieth Century Utpb will "Montpelier” is arising, which we somewhere on Main. Union or Park St.
For Sale
be entertained at the home of Mrs. hope will remain to be viewed by Finder please bring to ’Ids Office andkeep
133-135
,tht money.
Leola Mann, Central street Friday many generations to come,
FOR SALE--A Pbilco console radio set.
MRS II. A. PHILBKOOK, 16 Fulton St. Til.
afternoon with Mrs. Nellie Morton
'
Boze.
423-M.
133-134
as hostess.
1 Member of the Knox Memorial Asso.
To Let
FOR SALK—Cottage rented pianos and
The regular meeting cf Harbor--------------------TO LET—Tenement of five rooms on South player pianos, used a little this summer, in a
Light Chapter O.EJS. will be held i
Afaln St., flush toilet, electric lights ,MRS. C. clean-up sale, rom£ good upright pianos $100.
Tuesday evening. The annual in
P MILLER. Tel. 410-R.
133-135 Easy terms, come now, don't wait. See
spection of the chapter will take place j
TO LET—For light housekeeping, three fur THOMAS PIANO MAN personally. Camden
133-155
at a special meeting on the evening i
nished rooms with private bath, hot wat.u pin.He 5t.
heat. Rtmt reasonable.
NO. ALAIN ST
FOR SALE- 150 late hatched R.I. Red pul
of Nov. 16, preceded by picnic sup
Tel. 1152.
133-P 4 lets. price $1 to >1.30. V. C. WEAVER. Walper.
Adel C. Lombard, associate
TO LET—Furnished five room flat 732 Main duboro. Me._________________________ 133*135
grand matron, will be the inspecting
STRAND THEATRE
St., electric lights, gas. Rush closet. Adults
FOR SALE—4-door Ford sedan, good co.iofficer.
preferred. Inquire on premises.
133*135 ultlon, price reasonable. Call 12 GURDY ST..
Herbert Mann is on a hunting trip
133*135
The greatest cast of celebrities
TO LET—Three room furnished apartment Rockland.
in the Moosehead Lake region.
lever assembled on any stage or be- one flight up, bath, bedroom, kitchenette,
FUR SALE-Vegetables for winter: Hard
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Crozier left fore any motion picture camera is to Pullman dining room, gas stove, electric medium size cabbage >1.5(1 per 190 lbs.:
Sunday night for Belfast where they | he seen in ‘The Hollywood Revue,” lights, sun porch. Rent $3 per week. 7 Grovo sweet, tender carrots >1.50 pcr*bu.: tine
St. NELSON B. COBB, Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
grained turnips $1 bu. : nice flavored bet 's
will be permanently located.
I today and tomorrow.
132-tl $1.50 per bu. ; blue hubbard squash >1.51
Mrs. Marion Richards was hostess
Marion Davies makes her bow as a
TO LET—In Thomastou 2 or 3 rooms for per loo lbs. We deliver, (’all or write
Monday1 evening to the Nitsumsosum song.ftn(j.,iance comedienne in the light
housekeeping, >10 per month; 5 rooms, SAGE A (’HATER, 110 Elm St., Camden. Tel
133*135
Club.
rtvue as ‘Tommy Atkins on Parade,” >1-5 per month: most central location. Tel Camden 274.
Rt. Wor. William
Murphy
will
inRockland
1201. H H. STOVER. Ill Llmerock
FOR SALE- New milch Uobieln cow, new
with u
a mate
male ensvinuie
ensemble oof six-footers St.
,
,
, •
wun
132-134 milch Guernsey cow, yearling heifer. H. H.
stall the newly elected officers of St. is a dancing- bodyguard.
TO LET- New house, 5 rooms, all modern, WALDRON, 42 Holmes St. Tel 757-W.
Paul's Lodge F.&A.M., at a public
Xorm<
Norma Shearer an<
and, John Gilbert .ard
132-134
wood floors throughout. * hot and cold
ceremony on the evening
of -Ill
Nov.f 1b. co-star
in t*a III
modernized
.
It* l III
UUVl Illg,*-** ‘‘Romeo and
water, set tubs, in cement basement, in-wall
FOR sale or exchange m>uae lots hi
Refreshments and dancing \s
°
Juliet” skit and Bessie Love again I Ironing board, bath and shower, heats on less several desirable sections of tide city at good
iow the installation.
...
...
. , . , wins honors with her inimitable ,
,™,1
H trades. Have some nice lots near Roekland’s
was entertained
.......
____..
new’ >100,000 airport, values bound to In
Tne Saturday t lubwtts
vuLt-i *****. ->* downing
and acrobatic
dancing as «■ STOVER 111 Liiuerock St. Tel. 120b ,
crease In this section. Buy now. H. H.
at tiie home of . rs. ara
o-mas.
participating in novel song
TO LET—Bouse furnlsned or unfurnished STOVER ill Llmerock St. Tel. 1201.
An afternoon sale at the Town hall numberg
132-134
at
:t8
Lindeu
St.
AblJy
to
LEOItGE
OlbLNov. 8. will be followed in the eve- j Jack Benny vaudevUl€ sUr> actg aa
CBitEST. Tel. 115.
151-139
FOR SALE—Apples, Kings and Bishop PIpning by An Old -as one .
> . master-of-ceremonies and introduces
TO LET—Nice house, electric lights. Apply
50 barrel- inquire 49 BREWSTER ST.
l 3-act drama, both to be given under Conrad Nagel as a singer. Anita to L. C. AMES, 28 Elm .4t. Tel. 1293.
132-13’
FOR SAL^—Trig carbine gun with two
the auspices of the Trytohelp Club of Page shares the act with Conrad, and
131*133
the Baptist Church.
TO LET- Furnished rooms for light house- boxes of shells. Inquire 80 CRESCENT ST
Charles King of ‘‘Broadway Melody”
132-124
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Crozier returned fame again croons lyrical ballads. kuplng. MRS. A. C. HEED, 13 Fufton St.
131*133
Friday from a very enjoyable two Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy join Tel 54-R after 6 p. m.
FOR SALE- To be moved or torn down, the
weeks' trip to Canada.
TO LET—My residence at 192 Llmerock St. F. B. Hills house on High street, Thomaston,
the show as magicians and the Brox
make room for the Knox Mansion. Apply
The Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps Sisters again burst into song. Gus Modern Improvements. DR. H. L, STEVENS. to
131*135
131-133 t' A J. ELLIOT. Thomaston.
held its inspection Friday evening Edwards sings one of his original
FOR SALE -Safe, desk, two small show
’IN) LET—In Warren five room house on
w ith Elizabeth J. Savage of Bangor as numbers with an appropriate chorus,
cates,
store
fixtures.
Ford
roadster
with
body.
highway, few rods in from road: sheds to
inspecting officer. A large number
131*133
those ' J°an Crawford does a neat song and ktep hens ajid pigs, gas lights; about at re A C REED, 13 Fulton St.
were in attendance. Amon
FOR SALE Wood slabs, sawed $1.25 Jt ;
danca^turn with The Rounders lend land : apple trees ; will rent >5 month or sell
^resent were seven G.A.R. members ing a tuneful background. The Al on easy payments. R.A.L., R.F.D., 124 Wal fltted hard wood, >2 ft.: sawed wood >1.75
doboro.
131-133
ft
ALFRED DAVIS. Tel. 314-R,
131*133
f the Rockland Post: Col. F. H. Phil- bertina Rasch Ballet is charming in
TO LET—4i-rooni rpartment with batli,
brick. senior vice commander of the j a technicolor scene and the Nattova
FOR SALE—Six room house and barn In
Department of Maine. J. F. Wood Company thrills with a daring adagio. heat and garage; stove all connected. MIKE Rockport on Commercial St., Richard's hill,
130-tf ’/2 acre of land. Inquire within. MRS.. ELSIE
sum. department inspector and na William Haines and Buster Keaton ARMATA, Tel. 1147-J;
132-134
TO LET—Tenement 18 Fulton street. C M. WHITNEY.
tional delegate and senior vice com add merriment with featured skits and
rooms and shed, flush closet, 'electric lights.
FOR SALE 1924 Tewett touring car, mile
mander of the Rockland post: Wil Gwen Lee is ^included in the elabo Inquire H. B. BARTER, 227 Main St. It I
age C.OOO: 1929 Nash sedan. Tel. 18-4 Union.
liam £’. Hurley, commander: Eugene rate cast of fun-makers.
l.>O-tf PAYSON NASH CO.. East Union.
132*134
Ryder.
junior vice commander:
TO LET—four rooms and bath, unfurnished | for SALK Blacksmith shop and land.
If ever there is a palm awarded for
Henry R. Huntley, chaplain and com the screen's sweetest lovers it is ten >5 week. V. F. STUDLEY, J9 Park St. Tel South Main St.. >350. J»ix room house on
122-tf Beechwoods St., Thomnston, $850. V. F.
rades Allie Kelley and Fred Snow. to one that Richard Barthelmess and 1080.
122-lf
They were escorted in by department Marion Nixon will be the recipients.
TO LET—€-room house on Grace Street, STI DLEY, 69 Park St Tel. 1080.
Furnished apartment on Oak Street,
FOR SALE Lobster trap stock, oak laths,
officers of the Fred A. Norwood For the second time these two play modern.
modtru.
Furnished apartment on Grove etc. Tel. 3-4. €. E. OVERLOCK, R FI) .
Corps. Mesdames Wellman, Clark and ers are appearing together. The first Street. 6-room house,»corner Lindsey and 2. Warren. Me.
*
130*135
Cain and given honors and, a most time was in ‘‘Out of the Ruins.” and Union St., modern, with garage. 4-room house
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, >14 cord de
hearty welcome by the p -- ’ent. now comes "Young Nowheres,” the with electric lights on Fern St. Large house livered.
Leave orders at 500 Main St.. It -ckEach made remarks which were re newest Barthelmess starring vehicle, on Camden St. 4-room house *n Main St. land. Tel. 682-W or K. SALMLNEN, West
ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
Rockport.
'
131*133
sponded. to by Mrs. Savage, the in which comes Thursday and Friday.
_____________________________________ 128-tf
spector. The Corps was also con
FOR SALE—Nine room house with bath m’l
"Young Nowheres” gives these two
TO LET-Tenement at 38 Mechanic St. rtore,
large lot of .and. A bargain to quick
gratulated by her on the work and players wistfully -appealing roles in Also three furnished rooms with use of bath
the records and the fact of its being a story that is as simple and human at 176 Main St. Inquire MRS. W. S. KKN- tale, ut 56 Grace St. JOHN GUISTIN.
132*137
124-tf
in Class A in the department with as life. The story is laid in modern NISTON. 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W.
FOR SALE—Brunswick Mahogany cabinet
only one ahead in membership. The New York and concerns the romance
TO LET—Six room apartment at 59 Masonic phonograph
with record albums and flfty-six
121-tf records. MRS.
lodge room was decorated in red and of a young elevator boy and a cham St. R. U. COLLINS. Tel. 77.
R. S. SHERMAN, 21 (frove
TO LET-House at 18 Gay St. Apply to 'St. Tel. 103-W.______________________ 130-tf
white and-ferns. At 6.30 they marched bermaid. Their struggle to find for
121-tf
into the banquet hall which was themselves a place in the sun, their EDW. BENNER. Tel. 945-R.
FOR SALE—28-ft. lobster or scallop boat
TO IJ5T—Nice house In good repair, Just with 14-20 H.P. 4-cylIndcr Red Wing en
lighted by candles where they were difficulties, the manner in~Which their
met by a Halloween witch. Mrs. Well dreams and hopes are misinterpret vacated by party who have occupied It for 25 gine and hoisting gear. A. M. HATCH. Ston
years and have now moved out of town. Large ington. Me.
128*133
man. and two ghosts, Mesdames ed—they form the ideas upon which garage or barn with work-bench In It, just the
FOR SALE—Double tenement house on
Bohndell and Talenbloom. The middle a perfectly delightful love story has place for a carpenter. Plenty of land for a Pleasant
St., Rockport. MRS. F. E. HARTgarden. Inquire of E. B. HASTINGS.
120-tf FORD. Highland
table was decorated with a center- been woven.—adv.
Sq., Rockport.______ 128*139
piece of yellow and black with yel
TO LET—Four room apartment In fine con
FOR
SALE
—
Black
bed, dresser and
dition : large storage for fuel, etc. Garage stand. >20. Wrie? “G”walnut
low streamers which covered the
Courier-Gazette Office.
Adults only. C. A. EMERY. 28 Taclflc St.
PARK THEATRE
gifts to Mrs. Savage and Col Phi1FOR SALE—Wood lot of about 20 acres in
Tel. 518-M.
132-tf
brick with favors leading thereto.
town of Rockport near Oakland Park. Partly
The latest picture offering from
old growth. For Information call ROCKLAND
Caps were furnished guests, officers
44-2.
127-138
Miscellaneous
and hostesses. Among the various Fox "Salute,” played against the ro
FOR SALE—Overland touring car. model 91,
cakes was a Halloween, also a Jack- mantic backgrounds of Annapolis and
LIVE BAIT and smelting minnows can he
17,000. Guaranteed In good running
O'-Lantern cake. These were cut by West Point, comes for Wednesday shipped anywhere. RALPH TYLER, South mileage
133*135 condition. Tires all new, cords, side curtains
the inspector and Col. Philbrick. and Thursday. It is said to be packed Thomaston, Maine.
and tools Included. Battery new this year.
SPEAR’S (’U)ER MILL at West Warren will Price reasonable for cash. Inquire at 42
Mrs. Torrey did the decorating and with drama and thrills. The, cast
Saturday, Nov. 16. Bring in your <>p FULTON ST., Rockland.
123-tf
furnished carnations and roses. Mrs. obviously was band picked. Tho pic close
pies and don’t get left.
133*138
FOR BALE—Rug and knitting yams by
Nellie Alexander and Mrs. Carrie ture’s climax reaches its height in an
MADAME STANLEY, gifted clairvoyant
Gray furnished the chrysanthemums Army-Navy football classic at the c-ystal frazer will give readings by maip an manufacturer. Samples free. H. A. BART
122-133
and candytuft. The flowers were aft Polo Grounds, New York Ci’y. Head swering ten questions, >1, birth date. Let hei LETT, Harmony, Maine.
FOR SALE—Six room cottage. Inquire R.
130 HAMLMDND STY. Ban
erward sent to the hospitals and sick ing the cast are George O'Brien of convince you.
133*135 U. COLLINS or C. E. GOULDING, 54 Pacific
members. Program was as follows: “Sunrise” and "Noah’s Ark” fame, gor.
121-tf
Reading. Mrs. Delorah Morrill; solo. and Helen (’handler, widely known
NOTICE- -On and after this dale Oct. 30.
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, >14; long,
1929,
I
will
pay
no
bills
other
than
those
Mrs. Letha Wentworth: solo. Mrs. Broadway actress. In support are
>10; junks, >12 ; slabs fitted, >8; also lumber
m.v own contracting. Signed H. W. HEATH. delivered. T. J. CARROLL. TaL 263-21.
Freda Simmons: duet. Mrs. Cacildia William Janney, Joyce Compton, by
Rcckland. Maine.
131*133 P. 0. Thomaston.
132-tf
Cain and Mrs. Delorah Morrill. Col. Stepin Fetz’hit, negro comedian;
NOTICE—After this date I will pay no
FOR HALF)—(Muskrat fur coat: warm, very
Philbrick. violin and Mrs. Minnie Frank Albertson and other favorites. bills
except those contracted In person. reasonable price.
Fine for auto.
MIKS
Wellman, bones, gave a number.
"Salute,” is a gripping, sincere ARTHUR L. PRICE. Rockland.
131*133 MABEL LAMB.’Tel. 786-M.
131-133
Musical numbers were accompanied drama of two boys and two girls, told
HORSE FOR THE WINTER—Would like to
FOR SALE- Large round Oak stove In
by Florence Knight, corps pianist. in a refreshingly different way, i* have some one to take light, clever driving
splendid condition, used very llitle, suitable
Mrs. Torrey was presented with a would seem from reports. One boy, horse for keep for the winter. TEL. Union ftr large living room or office. EDWARD W.
128-133 BERRY, 40 Broad St.
jack-o-lantern, which upon investiga George OBrien, is an athletic hero at 10 ring 12; FOOTHILLS FARM.
131-133
BOSTON TAILORS—Suit made to order
tion was found to contain a string of West Point—an All-American half
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, >14; long,
>25 up.
Ladles’ or Men's clothing
beads made xat the Maine State back. O’Brien’s brother, William Jan from
cleaned, pressed, repaired or dyed. Suit >10; Junks, >12; soft wood fitted, >9; Junks.
Prison. This was a personal gift ney. is a midshipman at A’in.ipolis, a pressed 75c. All work guaranteed. 492 MAIN >8, delivered. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13.
132-tf
132-tf
from the senior vice president. Mrs. dreamer who neither understands nor St. Tel. 8390. Open evenings.
FOR SALK—Twelve room house and forty
Minnie Wellman and presented by her if* interested in his brother’s getFARMS. COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES
acres of land situated In Warren on State
with appropriate remarks.
what-you-go-after attitude.
When and estates: up-to-date property. In the gar road between Warren and Thomaston. Also
Alton B. Bartlett of Rockport and the girl the dreamy youth loves is den spot of Maine—'Penobscot Bay. Write farm wagons and farming Implements for
us what you want. ORRIN J. Dl( KEY, Bel
Miss Margaret Wentworth were mar about to be swept away from him by fast. Me.
•
132-tf sale. For further Information write to MRS.
W. E. BORNBMAN. Warren.
132-1 f
ried Oct. -26 at the Methodist par bis famous kinsman, he rises in re
G^LNEKAL TRUCKING, Oyster River bridge,
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
sonage. They were unattended.
Thomaston. Tel orders ROCKLAND 1060-M
volt and things begin to happen.
At the Methodist parsonage. Sat
132-tf nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
Miss Chandler’s part in ‘‘Salute’ is
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
urday Harold L. Churchill of Rock her first since Fox Films signed her to
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer 1 buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
port andSliss Georgia Welch of Cam
will be at my Rockland office Fridays and JOEL P. WOOD, Belfasi. Tel. 177-14. 132-tf
a long-term contract following com
den were united in marriage by Rev. pletion of her role in the Broadway Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR. J. H
FOR SALE—Four foot mill slabs, >6.50;
DAMON. Dentist, Rockland.
132-tf
F. F. Fowle. They were attended by
stove length, >8 per cord; also building lum
production, "The Marriage Bed.”
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws ano ber. L. A. PACKARD. R. F. D.. Thomaston.
Herbert Churchill, brother of the
Janney is expected to establish repair your furniture et 216 LIMEROCK St
132-tf
groom, and Grace Welch, sister of tiie
132-tf
himself in ’.mmediate favor with his Tel. 1010.
njiM.)
—Ueiiifinuei liuu yuu
bride.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
work as the young midshipman who
Miss Feme Whitney underwent a
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall orderr the home news, at the Old South News Agency,
triumphs over his inferiority complex solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES.
132-tf Washington St., next Old South Church.
tonsil operation at the Knox Hospi
as well as ovr great physical odds.
tal Monday morning.
Janney also was graduated to the
screen from the stage.
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
O'Brien should be ideal as the West
Foint gridiron hero whose joy in his
younger brother’s victories on the
football field s:nd in love overshadpv/a
v
Will pay highest price
the bitterness of his own defeats.—
Since 1840 this firm hM
No lot too large; none too email.
adv.

lit Everybody’s Column

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

Advertising In

LIVE POULTRY

THIS
PAPER

Call Warren, Me. 3-22

of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT

or write, care of

Tel. Day 460;Night 781-1
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE

Is a
Good Investment

faithfully served the families

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counsellor at
Law

Al Rines, Warren, Me.
Reference: Any Poultry Raiaer

i elzphonM—Ofllez 468; Houm 6M-R
131 Main 8trztt
Rockland

112-tf

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 5, 1929
W. M. Little and son Neil have re
turned from a motor trip through
Vermont Into Canad&, on the home
ward trip being accompanied by Mrs.
Little's mother. Mrs. Eva L. Buchanan
oi Orleans, Vt., who will be her guest
over ihe holidays.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
Rockland, Maine

Io sedition to personal notes rrzarillni!
A business meeting of the Congre
departures and arrivals, tlilx department espe gational Woman's Association will be
cially destre:: information of social' happenings,
held
in the church vestry tomorrow
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mail or
afternoon at 4 o’clock.
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ...................................................... 770

Mrs. Lyndon Bunker (Ruth Syl
vester) and son Alison are visiting
at the home of Mrs. James \V. Emery,
Limerock street.

Class 26 of the Methodist Church
will meet Thursday evening nt Mrs.
C. R. Staples, 34 Hill street.
At the next picnic of the Woman’s
Educational Club, which will be held
with Mrs. Minnie Miles, 31 Ocean
6treet, Wednesday evening, Nov. 13,
there will be reports from the drive,
a box luncheon and speaker at 6.45.

Herman Rosenbloom who was
called home by the illness of his
sister. Mrs. Hill N. Dane, returned to
NeW York yesterday, l.ouis Rosen
bloom. who came on from Cleveland,
will remain several days. The condi
tion of Mrs. Dane is practically un
changed.

Miss Ruth E. Scarlott of 35 Lime
rock street, was a member of the re
ception committee at the attractive
Halloween dance given at Bay Path
Institute, Springfield, Mas:f, under
the auspices of the Maine and New
Hampshire Club at the Institute.
Miss Scarlott is a member of the
senior class at the Springfield school
this year.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lufkin en
tertained at bridge Friday evening
with honors 'won by William Luf
kin and Willis Lufkin.
•
___ _
Miss Etta O'Brien, who has been
spending her vacation in Danbury
Conn., with her sister Miss Harriet
O’Brien and with friends in MiltpV,'
.Mass., returned home last night.
1 — X
Mrs. Richard Lufkin entertained at
bridge Thursday evening with honors
falling to Mrs. John Snow, Roland
Rackliffe, and Durwood Heal. .The I
rooms were prettily decorated in
keeping with Halloween.
Mrs. Rolymand Fernald (Grace
Higgins) of Portsmouth, N. H., who I
accompanied her mother's remains to
this city, is being Joined today by her
husband and three children.
Mrs. Ethelyn Jenkins, who has been
guest of Mrs. L. E. Blackington, has
returned to her home in Boston.

Miss Caroline Stanley entertained
the Metliebesec Club Friday after
noon the program being devoted to
very Interesting papers by Mrs. Alice
Karl and Mrs. Ava Jackson who had
"First Ladies” as their subject. Mrs.
Jackson's paper covered the ladies of
Jthe White House exclusively, while
Mrs. Karl touched on the "first la
dies” of music, art, science, etc. Mrs.
Irene Walker was voted into mem
bership.

The L'nlversalist Mission Circle
meets tomhorrow with Mrs. E. F.
Glover, Claremont street, who will
be assisted by Mrs. L. It. Campbell.
Mrs. J. Fred Knight and Miss Myrtle
Herrick.
Misses Harriet and Therese Ran
kin are home after a visit in Boston
w’ith relatives.

1 i

Mr. and Mrsr. F. J. Hunter have
returned front Tilton. N. H., accom
panied by Mrs. Hunter's mother,
Mrs. Lambert, who will make an ex
tended visit.
Mrs. Raymond Giroux and daugh
ter Betty Lee of- Waterville are guests
for the week of Dr. and Mrs. H. V.
Tweedie.

The Saturday Nig^t Club was entertained at a game dinner at the
Thorndike Hotel by Mr. and Mrs. A
C. McLoon. Mr. and Mrs. G.
Lawrtnpe, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Duff and
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Kalloeh. Anevering of cards followed at the home cf
i the McLodns.
I
____
Merle Hutchinson who has been at
his home at The Highlands for a few
days has returned to New York
where he has employment on the
Yacht Roycno.

Opportunity Cliass meets Thurs
day evening at 7.30 in the First Bap
tist parlors, with Mrs. Evelyn Crock
ett and Mrs. Hattie Richards as host
esses.
Miss Lucy Rhodes is in Campello.
Mass., the guest of her uncle. Edward
Whitney.

,

Supper will be served by the Con
gregational ladles tomorrow at 6.30
o’clock, with Mrs. A. H. Jones as
chairman.

Mrs. IL. V. Tweedie has returned
from Columbus. Ohio, where she attnded the 60th anniversary of the
Women's Foreign Missionary Society
of the M. E. Church, being district
secretary of the Rcckland district of
the Maine conference. The conven
tion covered a period of about 10 days,
and is said to be the largest gath
ering of women in the history of the
organization, with notable speakers
drawn from national and interna•>tionai worked, memorable services,
pageants, and devotional meetings.
Memorial Hall which was used for
many of the meetings was taxed to
Ijs capacity of 5.000 persons. It being
necessary to conduct overflow meet
ings on practically every occasion
A sunrise communion service in the
King Street Church was attended by
9,000 ' Iiersons. more than 5,000 of
whom stood outside for a long time
waiting admittance. As fast as a
group received communion, it left the
church to allow a few more to enter
and participate. A feature of this
service was that all the articles enter
ing into it were donated by missions,
many of which were foreign mis
sions. For example, the cups were
sent by the China missions and were
given to the participants as souvenirs.
The pageants were most colorful af
fairs, containing representatives from
all over the world, many of whom ap
peared in native costume.

Perley Brackett, who has been em
ployed in Lowell, Mass., has been
spending a few days at home before
going to Bloomfield, N. J., to attend
the Western Union School.

9

at

K. of P. Hall, Thomaston

Owl’s Head Town Hall
lOOTtf

We will be most pleased to have you
look them over.
Select yours now for future delivery.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
Rockland, Maine
132-133

LEO DOUCETTE
and

his

Island Park Band
Playing
TEMPLE

HALL,

WEDNESDAY,

Music by

Robbins Snappy Orchestra

ROCKLAND

NOVEMBER 6

New England’s Most Versatile Band

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Carroll' have
returned from ki week’s visit in Dover-Foxcroft while Mr Carroll was
vacationing from the J. A. Jameson
store.
H. H. Flint and W. C. Noyes are or.

' a gunning trip at Topsfield.
•

A Parlor
Furnace
$39.00

On this floor you will find only our high priced coats, and
when we say high priced we mean Tailored Coats by expert
workmen, and trimmed with the finest of furs. These coats
are priced from $85.00 to $350.00.

SECOND FLOOR

The Rubinstein Club is to hold an
exchange program with the Philhar
monic Club of Lewiston-Auburn Fri
day afternoon at the Congregational
vestry at 2.15 oclock, with Mrs. Dor, olhy Smalley, president, in charge.
, The n^eeting is to be a guest day,
each member having the privilege of
inviting two guests. Tea will be
served at the close of tiie program.
In accordance with one of the club
regulation?., the affair will be limited
to memb ers and their guests only.

We have a very beautiful assortment of materials, combined
with finest grade furs from American and English manufac
turers.
Special orders at no extra expense, also extra
lengths, etc., at no extra expense. This is an opportunity
for the trade who want garments a little different from the
regular stock.

Mrs. Oscar Perry and son, Malcolm
of Portland are the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Berkeley Winslow, while Mr.
| Perry and Murray Bradish are on a
.gunning trip for deer in Eastern
[Maine. They will stay at Mr. BradUh’s camp in Perry. On their re
turn they expect to attend the MaineBowdoin game in Orono.

MISSES’ and LADIES’

RACCOON COATS

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mills mo
tored to Bingham Sunday, lured like
so many other tourists'by a desire
to see the big dam.

We have just nine in our stock to close, and list them as follows:

Joshua Maxey has returned to his
home in Stonington after being the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. B. St.Clair,
17 Trinity .street.

Friday afternoon a few friends of
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Foley are moving
into their new house on GranPe the Relief Corps metxat the home of
MrtS. Maude Cables, North Main street
street.
to {to special’Work lor Mrs. Elizabeth
Mills who was so soon to leave for
Francis Orne has gone to Boston to
Warren. It was in the nature of a
resume his studies at the Bryant &
farewell gathering. Sewing and other
Stratton Business School.
work made the time pass quickly.
Ten ladies sat down to a very nice
Mrs. Herbert Curtis who has been supper. A real surprise came to Mrs.
:.t Knox Hospital for medical treat Mills when she war presented with a
ment is now at her home on Warren very pretty ‘Friendship ring." Mrs.
street.
Mills will ’>e greatly missed by her
•dstars in th'1 Relief Corps as she was
Miss Addie Snow has returned from a constant attendant and an efficient
Brookline, Mass., where she was ihe worker in the order. Mrs. Mills and
guest for two weeks of Admiral and grajnddaugnter, Miss Doris Hyler, left
Sunday for Warren where they will
Mrs. A. S. Snow.
make their home with the former’s
Mrs. Lloyd Daniels entertained at son Jesse Mills.
bridge Friday evening. There were
five tables, with honors taken by Mrr.
Mrs. Samuel Martin of Florida.
Arthur Lawrence, Miss Esther Ste Mass., Mr. and Mrs. William Mullette
venson, Mrs. S. E. Willard, Dr. Ru and daughter Marion of Cheshire.
pert Stratton, Jerome Burrows and Mass., and Mrs. Arthur Brooks and
Donald Leach.
Buffet lunch was son^ Donald and Kenneth of North
AdBfns, Mass., were the weekend
served.
guests of Mrs. Martin* daughter,
Miss Katherine Keating arrived Mrs, Frank O. Keach.
home Saturday from three weeks’ va
cation spent in Boston, Springfield
HIRAM R. TOLMAN
and Lee. Mass., with a side trip to Ni
agara Falls, and home through the
The death of Hiram R. Tolman,
Adirondack and White Mountains. Oct. 26, at the age of 73 years, re
Miss Keating resumed work at the moved from the community a man
whose fortitude in the face of most
office of I. L. Snow Co. yesterday.

100 Children’s Coats—for boys and girls, aged I to 6 years.
Colors of rouge, deer, tan, navy, red, pink, light blue and
white. Priced from $5.00 to $1 5.00.

BALCONY

Mrs. Carrie Chapman of Stoneham.
Mass., who has been the guest of Mvs.
L E. Higgins returned home last
Miss Susan Nutt was a guest of week. She was accompanied by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Arey, Camden, Higgins who will visit in that place a
over the weekend.
few days.

I Coat size l 6, marked

$295.00.

Price to close,

$250.00

I Coat size 16, marked

325.00.

Price to close,

275.00

1 Coat size 18, marked

295.00.

Price to close,

195.00

1 Coat size 18, marked

325.00.

Price to close,

250.00

1 Coat size 18, marked

350.00.

Price to close,

295.00

1 Coat size 38, marked

495.00.

Price to close,

395.00

3 Coats size 42, marked

395.00.

Price to close,

325.CO

Second Floor— Fur Department
These coats are our regular high grade stock coats, and our only reason for
closing them out is that good Raccoon coats are exceedingly high and we are
not stocking any except special orders. If you are at all interested in a high
grade coon coat, look these over as this offer will not appear again this season.
Please Bear in Mind these are Not sale coats but our cwn regular ftock.

Fuller - Cobb - Davis
Rockland, Maine.
discouraging circumstances should
long remain as an example in the
memory of those who had known and
seen him in life.
The son of Josiah ar.d Louisa T 1man, he passed the greater part of

TODAY-WEDNESDAY

“HOLLYWOOD REVUE”
25 Stars! Chorus of 200! Big Song Hits!
Laughs! Sketches! Spectacle!
Patrons are urged to attend matinees to avoid
evening congestion!
THURSDAY-FRIDAY

JF you loved the tenderness of
“Seventh Heaven”—if you
thrilled to the drama of “Tol’able David” don’t miss “Young
Nowheres!”

his life in Rockland, with a brief in
terval in Portland. When a young
man he was threatened with blind
ness, and his parents spent large
sums in the endeavor to regain his
eyesight, but to no avail. He could
only distinguish daylight frim dark
ness. Misfortune seemed to be hbs
lot, for he was deprived of eyesight,
home, family, and means by one cir
cumstance after another. In the face
of all, he never lost courage, and con
tinued working when many a stronger
man would have abandoned the
struggle. He had a little establish
ment on the Old ‘County road where
he sawed and split wood, selling it
in small quantities to the nearby
neighbors, hauling it in a cart. He
was a familiar figure in that com
munity and was shown many favors
by those who admired his courage
and diligence. An outstanding qualof his character was hfs utter

honesty. For the past month or so
he had been rather feeble, but con
tinued working until within a day
of his death, passing away at tho
home of Mrs. Ida Pettee, North Main
street, where he had been cared for
for some time.
He is survived by three sons, Har
old Tolman of this city, Josiah Tol
man who resides in another State,
and Milton Tolmon, whose where
abouts are unknown.

Funeral services were he’d Wed
nesday afternoon from Crozier’s un
dertaking establishment, with Rev.
Jesse Kenderdine of the Methodist
Church officiating. A large number
of relatives, friends and neighbor^
attend-d. their regard ’being shown
in the beautiful floral offering. The
bearers were Benjamin Perry, John
Burns, Maynard Crockett and Frank
I Sherer, and interment • was in the
famly lot, Achorn cemetery.

A stirring romance of young lov
ers, friendless, alone in a great
city. With no money to marry
on—no place, even, to express
their love!
You’ll be made happy—you’ll he
enthusiastic about

RICHARD

BARTHELMESS
In

“Young Nowheres
with

MARION NIXON
A First National

A Handsome, Efficient, Sturdy
and Economical Modern Par
lor Furnace.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

$39

CLEAN, CONVENIENT, ECONOMICAL!

No floors to cut, no bother, no disturbance. Let us
set one in your home and prove its clean, evenly
diffused heating quality!

“ PAY AS YOU USE

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO,
Rockland, Me.

313-319 Main Street,

133-lt

f
/

Our Special Germania Chinchilla Coats at $25.00 in colors
of deer, rouge and Navy; 14 to 20 sizes.
Girls’ sizes 7 to 14 years, $8.75 to $18.50.

I

Beginning Next

«Thursday, Nov. 7

Furs

Coats on our Street Floor to please and fit all sizes up to 50.
Priced $25.00 to $85.00. The largest and best assortment
we have ever shown at this season of the year.

STREET FLOOR

The cake table committee of the
I’niversalist fair nt’ld a 12-table
bridge party Friday evening at Grand
A: my hall. Honors vere won hy M’’s.
Albert Hallowell, Miss l’lironle Joinson, Mrs. Alice Robbins, Mrs. Minni"
I Cobb, 1. J. Shuman, Mrs. L. F. Chas",
I Mrs. Mary Bates, Mrs. Herbert Hull,
Mis. Harry French, Mrs. Evie Perry.
Mis. 1. J. Shuman, Mrs. Ingraham. Ar
thur McCurdy, Mrs. George Phillips.
[Mrs. Lucia Bfirpee. Mrs. Delila Cun
ningham. Mrs. F. E. Follett. Mrs.
Olive Sylvester and Miss Lucy Win
slow. Sandwiches, small cukes and
tea were se-ved.

We know of no fur coat more dressy
cr serviceable or that will give the all
round satisfaction.

New Face Powder

Dances

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

(Seal Dyed Muskrat)

Fred Townsend has moved from the
Melvin house, Warren street to South MELLO-GLO, the new wonderful
French Process Face Powder, is pre
Main street.
_____
r
ferred by nurses because of itii purity,
Berkley Winslow is having a fort and they say it does not make the
night’s vacation from Perry's Market skin dry and drawn. Stays on longer,
keeps shine away, and is very bene
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Ulmer and Mr. ficial to the complexion. You will
and Mrs. HaroW Brown of Arlington, love MELLO-GILO Face Powder.
Mass., who spent the .weekend in this Corner Drug Store and all other good
city, guests of Mr. Ulmer's parents, Stores.
Mr. :/id Mrs. Alden Ulmer. Sr., re
turned home Sunday. They were ac
companied by Mr. Ulmer's mother
who Will make a fortnight's visit
there.

EVERY

Three Kinds of Winter Coats In Our Basement

Raw

The best that can be found at these prices, fine assortment
of sizes, $22.30, $15.00, and as low as $10.00

Alfred Strout who is attending
Harvard Law School was at his
Thomaston home ovei the weekend.

Hudson Seal Coats

Most Nurses Use

A most enjoyable and pleasing
Halloween party was given members
and friends of the Reorganized
Church of Latter pay Saints Sun
day School, Thursday evening at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ulykses Har
vey. Thomaston (Street. The evening
was spent in playing games and
music and each child receiving ia
toy as a favor. A bountiful lunch in
keeping with Halloween was served
hy Mrs. Harvey. Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Billings, Mr. and
Mrs. James Clark. -Mr. and Mrs. Sam
uel Aylward, Mr. and Mrs. Shepard.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Billings. Mr. and
Mrs. Ulysses Harvey, Mrs. Elizabeth
Gray. Miss Julia Thomas. Mrs. Olive
Malburg. Shirley Gray. Jessie Achorn.
Maud Staples. Zilda, Louise and Doris
Russell. Rosalie Harvey, Rita. Marie
and Lester Staples. Richard Ames,
Lawrence and Julia Philhrook. Eliza
beth Clark. Elizabeth. Arleen, Trafton
and Bobbie Sprowl, Eugene Conary.
Gladys and Francis Jordan, Julian
Oliver, Voucy. Daurice and Junior
Tolman. Leo Conary, Durwood Jor
dan. Rose Malburg. Raymond. Eu
gene. Joseph. Ralph. Roy, Austin and
Sheldon Billings. Linwood Aylward,
Gladys Widdecombe and Clayton
Witham.

' Fuller - Cobb - Davis

Ve Buy

✓

The auxiliary of the Littlefield Me
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood Williams
| morial Church will meet Thursday (Ruth Mealey) have returned from
1 evening with Mis. Earl Cha pics, Sim their honemoon trip to Portland and
Boston and are at the bride’s home* on
mons street.
Cedar street for the present.
,
Kalloeh Class will meet with Mrs.
Carl Cassens Friday afternoon an 1
evening to sew. Members will take
picnic lunch.

THURSDAY NIGHT

DANCE

Showing

Mrs. Frank Temple who spent the
summer with her daughter, Mrs.
Miss Marshall, proprietor of the
Charles A. Morton, left this morning
for Medford, Mass., where she will Highfield Camp for girls at Uhion has
spend the winter with her other been at The Laurie for the’ week.
I
daughter, Mrs. H. C. Voorhees.
Mrs.
Blanche
Calderwood
will
he
I
1
Miss Josephine LaCrosse who is hostess to Chapin Class this evening
seriously ill at the Gouverneur Hos at her home, 7 Laurel street.
pital, New York, is reported as much
Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Tolman of North
i better.
Haven arrived home Monday from
Last evening Milton Rollins, Jr., Akron. Ohio where they have been
of North Main street, entertained 15 visiting Mrs. Tolman’s daughters
of his young friends from 6 to 8 Misses Christine and Ruth Curtis and
o'clock. Stunts and games which her son Ira Curtis.
savored of the Halloween season,
caused much merriment. Tho reThere will be a masked mjisieale
fieshments were also reminders of at the Ash Point Church tonight at
Halloween. The children were de 7.30.
lighted with the favors.
Dr. X. K. Wood who has been the
Mrs. W. E. Moody and daughter, guest of Mr. and Mrs. Almon B. Cooper
Miss Florence Moody op Gardiner Llmerock street, has returned to his
were guests iast week of Mrs. G. VV. home in Boston.
Foster.
Mrs. Katherine Studley left by mo
Miss Ruth Bucklin of Portland is tor Sunday, enroute to St. Petersburg.
s
Fla., where she will spend the winter.
1 visiting relatives in this city.

Mrs. Berkley Wit-slow has returned
from Porthyiil where she spent the
past week with her daughter. Mrs.
Oscar I’erry.

We Buy
Raw
Furs

Mrs. Ralph Lufkin of The High
lands has returned from Saugus,
Mass., where she was the guest of
her daughter, Miss Nqrma Hutchin
son. for a few days.

The BPW Club meeting scheduled
for Thursday evening has been post
poned until Thursday of next week.

Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Kimball of The
Highlands have returned from Vinal
haven where they were called to at
tend the funeral of Mr. Kimball's
brother-in-law. Marshall Salls,f who
died suddenly last Monday in Vir
A benefit bridge Is to be given at ginia where he had been employed by
the Copper Kettle Thursday after the J. Leopold Co. Mr. Sails was a
noon nt 2.30 o’clock under the foimer Vinalhaven man.
auspices of the Willing Workers
Committee of the L'nlversalist Church
■Miss Beatrix Flint entertained at
Mrs. James O’Hara, Miss Esther auction at her Summer street home .
Stevenson. Mrs. Arthur Lawrence, Monday evening. Honors were won
Mrs. Donald Leach and Mrs. Lloyd by Miss Maud Pratt, and Mr. and
Daniels are in charge.
Mrs.
• W. D. Talbot of Portland.
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Vitaphcno

AU Talking

Picture!

ALSO
PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS

game.
Brother against
brother. Bitter enemies on
the field—friends off the field
until they fell in love with
the same girl

GEO. O’BRIEN
HELEN CHANDLER
STEPIN FETCH1T

in “SALUTE”

FRANCES SHELLY
COMING MONDAY-TUESDAY

HAROLD LLOYD
In

100% TALKING

WEST POINT
NAVY

His Fir>t All Talking Comedy

Also

“WELCOME DANGER”

LIONS ROAR

Mt

Telephone 892
Shows:
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Continuous Sat
i 2.00 to 10.30
I

HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Cadets and Middles on the
Gridiron and on Parade

All Talking Comedy

and

PARAMOUNT
NEWS

Home of Paramount Pictures

PA A K
Tel. 409
A Publix Theatre

VV

EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Watch Tongue
New Crop of beauties Wiil For Signs of Illness Rubinstein Club Furnishes a
HANDSOME HUSKIES

Appear In ‘'The WcmanYour tongue is nothing more
than the upper end of your stomach
less Wedding’’
and intestines. It is the first thing
Interest prows* ap•
in ‘‘The \V<>manless Wadding” the
r<dli<*ki.i4
farce-burlesque which will be »:ag <1
Thursday and Friday nights at the
High School auditorium under aus
pices of the Parent-Teacher Assoc ation.
Forty of the city’s prominent busi
ness men have agreed to lay all dig
nity and discretion aside for the two ,
nights and the result will exceed their J
wildest fears if th uproarious re
hearsals are any criterion. All will j
be garbed as women, several as flap-j
p.ers and some as children including ;
a 230 pound baby bunting in the per
son of A. L. Brggs. Albert Peterson
is the unhappy hero of the show and
the only he-man participating.
The securing of the necessary fem
inine finery has been a tremendous
task for a majority of the partici
pants are stylish stouts with a ven
geance. Happily the ladies of ♦ '.«
community have turned to help-,
fully after they finished laughing at
their effeminized spouses and the re
sult is going to be a genuine surprise
with a whole new crop of husky but
handsome women.
The term farce-burlesque rea”y
covers the rollicking two-hour enter- .
tainment, for its plot, and progres
sion is not a sturdy reed, but tl.e
laughs are continuous, parts require
exceptionally clever characterization i
and the musical background will be
excellent.
Arthur F. Lamb will

IS THANKFUL INI HE SAYS
AS MUCH

Priest's Powder for Indigestion.
Sour or Sick Stomach, Car Sickness,
Heartburn and General Hyperacidity
of the Stomach.
All druggists, 50c. $1.00 and $1.50.
The $1.50 size holds five (5) times as
much as the 50c size.
Priest’s Regulators, the ideal tonic
laxative for chronic constipation 25c
and 75c.
If your dealer does not
carry them In stock have him order
for you or send direct to Priest Drug
Co.. Bangor. Me. Parcel Post pre Mr. Whitcomb, With the Three Big
Pickerel He Caught In New Hamp
paid to any address. No extra charge.
shire Years Ago
—adv.

Has the laxative in your home
A a family doctor’s
approval c

>«

warned of constipation by had
breath, feverishness, biliousness,
a headache, lack of appetite, or
that weak, helpless feeling. The
continuation of our trouble is
more often due to the things we
•do rather than the things we
leave undone.
Some things people do to help
the bowels really weaken these
organs. Only a doctor knows
what things will cleanse the sys
tem without harm. That’s why
the laxative in your home should
have a family doctor’s approval.
A wonderful product now
known to millions of people as
Ur. Caldwell’s Syrup Pepsin is
a family doctor’s prescription
for sluggish bowels. It never
varies from the original

HE OWES HEAVILY
Noting spent Friday with their aun",
Mrs. Annah H al.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Leroy Morse spent
Mrs. Fred Hall and little son have But It ii Doubtful If Uncle Sem it
a Sunday in B» fast reoently th
i\ turned home firm Camden.
Lying Awake Nights.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. II. L. Ahorn.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Levensaler of
Tiie nation's gross debt reported at
Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. D. p.
EAGLE
the closing up of national accounts
Young visited with Mr. tend Mr*.
M r. and Mrs. 1* 1,. Brown ami
Oct. 31 was $ 16,493.341,587 this being
Leroy Morse Oct. 21.
i are visiting he.’ parents. $540,667,087 less than the figure for
youngest
Mrs. Oscar Young of Lincolnv’.’’ Mr. and Mrs. I’ L. Carver.
the same date last year. The debt
is the guest of Mrs Hattie Morse tor
Erland and T nny Quinn. Richard showed an increase during October of
& lv'v days.
Howard and J. E. Bolich went to $180,996,176 over the net reported
Quite a number from this section
hunting anti Ashing Sept. 30 of this year.
attended the veterans' meeting in French boro on
great success.
The minor fluctuations in the debt
Belmont at Mystic Grange hall O» ’ triti and hud
I
Plenty herring running but not nny net total are due merely to the fact
31.
that installments of income tax com
Mrs. Hattie Morse and Mrs. Ahna stile nt present.

Miss Luce
Musical Readings—Tasta
..................................... Desperez-Biedermann
Invy ....................................... Lally Ryckoff
Nothing Suited Him ............... Mary Rosa
Mrs. Ames '
Piano—Prelude ........................... Mana-Zucca
Yalse Brllllante ..................... Mana-Zuzzi
Sanborn

Warren I. Buzzell, a prominent
resident of Steuben. Me., writes the
Priest Drug Co., of Bangor.
"I ran assure you that I truly appieeiate the kindness in sending me
the sample cf Priest's Indigestion
Powder ar.d also feel thankful that I
am granted the privilege of adding
my testimony to the thousands who
have been so relieved from acute in
digestion and water-brash. It is all
that is claimed for it and more."

OST of us value our health
too much to purposely neg
M
lect ourselves when we are

Fine Program In Auburn

The exchange program of the
your doctor looks at. It tells at a ! Rubinstein Club of Lewiston-Auburn,
glance the condition of your (<iges- in Lewiston, Friday night, proved
tive system — and physicians say one of the most delightful affairs
that 90 per cent of all sicknesses since the exchange program idea has ,
start with stomach and bowel been adopted by the Rockland organi- I
trouble.
zation.
A white or yellow
The Rubinstein Club members who
ish coating on your intended were Mrs. Dorothy Smalley,
tongue is a danger | president: Mrs. Hazel Atwood, sec
signal of those diges retary. Mrs. Mary Luce. Mrs. Kath
tive disorders. It tells leen Marston, Mrs. Lydia Storer. Mrs.
you why the least ex Emily Stevens. Mrs. Ruth Sanborn,
ertion tires you out; i Mrs. Beulah Ames and Miss Bertha
Look a! vo«r why you have pains in ' Luce (the latter three being the i
TONGUE
the bowels, gas, sour | artists). They were met at the De- ‘
every morning! stomach, dizzy spells.
' Witt Hotel where they had dinner at
And it’s a sign you need Tanlac. j 6.30.
This good old reliable medicine has
The program was given in the
helped thousands who were physi studio of the clufo rooms of the Phil- !
cal wrecks. See how the first bot i harmonic Club in Auburn, a roomy
tle helps you.
hall, well furnished and lighted, with
Tanlac contains no mineral two grand pianos. Mrs. Sanborn, Mrs. :
drugs; it is made of harks, herbs [Ames and Miss Luce, very attractive;
and roots—nature’6 own medicines J in their colorful evening gowns, gave
for the sick. Get a bottle from the entire program and were warmly
your druggist today. Your money received. The other Rockland at
back if it doesn’t help you.
tendants bring back the statement ;
that all three outdid themselves, and
"play" the show as'Jsted by the High | that the Rubinstein Club has every
School Orchestra. E. R. V.azie wilt reason to be extremely proud of I
he soloist. Jack Black will contribute these gifted young women. The proa number, the quartet led by Dr. El- • gram: .
llngwocd will present several songs Violin—Adagio P&thetiqu* Op. 128
(if permitted), Gui Levy will present
................. -..................... Benj.'min God-iru
Liebesfreud ................................... Krusler
specialties and other surprises are
Prom the Canebrakc....... Samuel Gardi-cr
promised.
Miss Luce
The tickets are being sold by cast Musical Readings—Tony < n da Phone
..................................................... Cox-Sawyer
members and the Parent-Teacher As
A Caution ................................ Harrie-H pe i
sociation. Scats may be checked at
The Usual Way ................. Pnyilis F“’*:\.<
Chisholm's fruit store tomorrow,
Mrs. At $es
tickets being available at the same l lano—Gavotte and Musette (fro-n Suite in
D minor)......................... Eu^en D’Alfc'.ri
place. The entire door and the first
La Flleuse ............. ............... oachim ILff
two rows in the balcony will be
Mrs. Sa'.-orn
checked, the remainder being rush Violin—Gipsy Blood ........................... Bronson
seats. The proceeds will go to the
Les Joyeux Papillons ........... Louis Grvgh
The Rosary ....................... Nevin-Krvancr
Parent-Teacher Association.

It's a Privilege To Express Appreci
ation To Source of Comfort

.

Every-Other-Day
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prescription which Dr. Caldwell
wrote thousands of times in his
many years of practice at Monti
cello, Illinois. He proved it safe
and reliable for women and
children; thoroughly effective for
the most robust men. He showed
it actually corrects constipation.
It is made from fresh herbs and
other pure ingredients.
Since Dr. Caldwell first per
mitted his prescription to be put
up in bottles and sold through
drug stores, it has increased
steadily in popularity until today
it is the largest selling laxative
in the world!
Dr. W. B. Caldwell's

SYRUP PEPSIN
A Doctor's Family Laxative

Radio News
The new DAY FAN RADIO has arrived at the Sea
View Garage. To realize just what Radio means
this set (which has nine tubes) must be heard. In
tone, selectivity and distance it is unsurpassed.
A telephone call brings a Free demonstration to
your home

Representatives of the Pilharmonic
| Club are to appear in an exchange
program Friday afternoon of this
week with the Rubinstein Club, the
! affair to take place in the Congrega: tional vestry, followed by a tea,
served /by members of the executive
board. The occasion will be a guest
day. each member having the privii lege of inviting two guests. The
Philharmonic Cub has a large mem
bership containing much fine talent,
and it is expected that the program
will be most delightful.

COLBY COLLEGE NEWS
(By Barbara Hamlin)
Martha Hamilton, of Caribou, was
recently the guest of Louise Dyer al
her home in Camden Both are soph - [
omores here.
Marguerite de Rochemont. '33, of
Rockland is one of the Colby student.1
pledged to Phi Mu Sorority. Pledge |
services were held Wednesday even- ,
ing. Oct. 23. but the new members will i
not be initiated until some time diir- [
‘ng the second semester.
Mary Wa ;gatt, a senior at Colby
College recently visited her home in ,
Rockland.
Congressman John E. Xelson of j
Maine’s Third District was the speak
er at the men’s chapel service Oct. 30. i
He spoke briefly of the other times he |
had attended chapel at Colby, both a.- 1
a student and as a speaker.
“No college in this land has finer
traditions of public service than those |
of this little college here on the banks [
of the Kennebec to which you and 1 ,
nwe happy allegiance,’’ said he.
For the text of his talk to the men
Congressman Nelson took Xehemiah J
2:18, ‘‘Let us rise up and build.” He
reminded the students of the respon
sibility that goes with education and
urged them to go out and help to
build a united America.
He said in part: “Let us teafch na
tives and foreigners alike that Liber
ty is obedience to law, that freedom
ran have no enduring basis except
that of submission to constituted au
thority. Let us have free speech, fre<
schools, a free press and a free con
science. I^et us have one country, ore
for all. no matter what the color, race
or creed.”
John Murray Fletcher of Belfast
was elected president of the Colby
College freshmen at a meeting held
last Thursday. During the first few
weeks of school Mr. Fletcher has won
recognition in the college track meet
having won first place in the sophomor-freshman meet held a short time
ago.
Y.W.C.A. held a Halloween party
last Tuesday evening in the Alumni
building. An open fire and lighted
candles gave the room an attractive
appearance. Miss Justina Harding
wns hostess. The time was spent in
telling ghost stories and playing
games.

The best heated, most modern ga- j
rage In New England is the Fire
proof with its new Sturtevant pres
sure steam blowers.
Summer heat
for winter storage. Service complete j
and prompt, prices reasonable. Tel.
889 Fireproof »•..-go, Rockland.
132-134

TO

Bedroom Suites
Suites from every recognized furni
ture center in America, consisting of
Walnuts, Mahoganies, to go for most
any price they will bring.
$135.00 Bedroom Suites ...........
while they last' $ 87.67
175.00 Bedroom Suites.............
while they last 118.67
225.00 Bedroom Suites.............
while they last 147.67
285.00 Bedroom Suites.............
while they last 187.87
325.00 Bedroom Suites.............
while they last 229.87
400.00 Bedroom Suites.............
while they last 293.67
EASY TERMS!

Felt Base Floor Covering 27c

, Denying that his views on national
i prohibition are extreme or fanatical,
G A. Youngquist. newly appointed
! Attorney General in charge of prohi
bition, commented succinctly regard...
,
, ,
| rg h » I'ersonal attitude I am not a
fanatic on the subject of prohibition,”
I the Attorney General of Minnesota
I said, ‘‘but I am dry both politically
and personally.”
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember that you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
the home news, at the Old South News Ageucy,
Washington St., next Old South Church.

Cedar Chests! At Half Price!

A full 30 inch genuine Reed Fernery
with flower pan at this extremely low
price—

A genuine Cedar Chest, exactly the kind
that sells for $25, at only $13.67. Many
are buying now their Christmas gifts.
Others $7.37, $9.87, $11.27, $17.27,
$22.27, $26.37.

$J95
Silk Floss

$14.67
* *

Mattresses

These are all 100% silk floss, in quality
Ticks!
EASY TERMS!

Here is a $25 Day Bed with wmdsor
style ends with unusually good mat
tresses, heavy cretonne covering in sev
eral patterns. Don’t confuse this outfit
with ordinary goods! EASY TERMS!

Overstuffed Club-Wing Chairs $19.67

These famous nationally advertised
mattresses of coil spring construction;
regular $39.50; now—
85OQR7
EASY TERMS!

These are chairs left over from Parlor
Suites, where we sold two pieces in
stead of three pieces. Your choice of
$50 and $65 chairs, only $19.67.

TABLE LAMPS

Axminster
9x12 Rugs

$QC

Come and take your pick; there are sev
eral good patterns; former price was
$45. Other big bargains at $33.75 and
$42.50.
EASY TERMS!

Double Day Beds! Save! $14.67

Beautyrest Mattresses

Day Bed
Attraction!

All are at One-half Price!

$3.67-$4.87-$6.77-$8.27

Feather Pillows 57c
There are just 45 to go—some were
$1.25 and others $2.00.

We Are Selling Out In a
Hurry—And How!

GREY ENAMEL NO. 8

Kineo Range

$93

By all means come and see this king of
bargains!

Kineo and
Perfsction Ranges
Going at

Living Room Snites
Thousands of dollars worth of High
Grade Suites, including Friezes, S lk
Damask, New Sill^ Mohairs, genuine
loose cushion construction, will posi
tively go in this Great Going Out of
Business Sale, at prices that are just one
step from actual giving away.
$100.00 Living Room Suites....
while they last $ 69.67
150.00 Living Room Suites....
while they last
94.77
185.00 Living Room Suites....
while they last 124.77
295.00 Living Room Suites....
while they last 167.77
265.00 Living Room Suites....
while they last 109.77
300.00 Living Room Suites....
while they last 221.77
335.00 Living Room Suites....
while they last 248.77
375.00 Living Room Suites....
while they last 277.77
EASY TERMS!

Breakfast Set $9.67

$120.00 to $225.00

“NOT FANATIC” HE SAYS

REED FERNERIES

There are 10 patterns to choose from.
The entire lot of heavy felt base with
heavy coated enamel finish in an amaz
ing array of patterns.

BY STEAMER
Freight and Passenger Service

The summary of Treasury opera
tions for October incorporated in the
statement for . let. 31 showed ordinary
receipts from all tax sources to Have
been $175.997 635.
This compared
with J187.627.2S8 in the same month
last year.
Expenditures for the
month, however, were $356,993,812.
the largest single Item being interest
on the public debt, which was $136,567.319.

j

Shortly Eastern Furiture Company’s doors will fclose forever! Entire stock of home furnishings selling at prices that are causing a real sen
sation among the thrifty buyers for miles around. Don’t delay. Come and save. Cash or Easy Terms. When our doors close you can
send your payments to our Bangor Store!

FIVE-PIECE

Make that business trip to Boston in
comfort, on the big steamer CAM
DEN.

ing in quarterly are the chief influ
ence. and October happened to be Sine
of the mbntlis in which the Govern
ment had no receipts of importance
from this source.

i

BOSTON

The Day Fan is a General Motors product and this
should be your guarantee.

PH1LC0, complete,

EAST SEARSMONT

Sturdy table with drop leaves and four
chairs. Comes unfinished so you can
make any color! EASY TERMS!

A double day bed with steel frame, fin
ished in the new brown color with steel
tempered hellical springs at $9.67.
Head and foot to make it comfortab'e,
yet non-sagging. Complete with double
mattresses, with long wool staple fil'er
in several different colored ticks.
feASY TERMS!

High Grade and Nationally Known

$59 - $74 - $97 - $123
See our range in grey enamel for only
$99.00
$5 Cash, one year to pay balance
k
No Interest!

Beautiful
Felt Base Rugs

Dining Suites

In this lot there are 35 9x12 rugs in
patterns resembling Axminster and
Wilton Rugs. Your Choice—

Consisting of Period Designs Cut Right
and Left, Cut Deep by the Apprais
ers to Move This Stock Quickly

$477

$135.00
169.00
235.00
275.00
335.00
375.00

Dining Suites
Dining Suites
Dining Suites
Dining Suites
Dining Suites
Dining Suites

go
go
go
go
go
go

at
at
at
at
at
at

....$88.77
.... 119.27
.... 147.97
.... 167.97
.... 192.27
.... 232.27

EASY TERMS!

Circulating Heaters

$45

Those who visit this Going Out of Busi
ness Sale are bound to buy because the
saving is so great There is yet time for
you to save!
$5 Cash, one year for balance!

Bed Outfit $14^7

Bassinettes

Complete with comfortable spring and
mattress. Come and see with your own
eyes the wonderful bargain!

They come in ivory with spring and
rubber tired wheels, reduced from $4.50
to bnly $1.97

$197

Sailing 8 P. M.

DAY FAN, complete, $190 00 to $275.00
We will still carry our full line of Philcos which speak
for themselves
Our winter stock of U. S. L. and Delco-Remy
Batteries have arrived
A 13 Flate Delco for $10.50

T uesday—Thursday—Saturday
Steamer WESTPORT leaves Rock- ,
land 5.15 A. M. Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday for Bar Har“bor. Steam
er WESTPORT leaves Rockland
7.30 A. M. Monday. Wednesday and
Friday for Brooklln.
Filial sailing of the season to Bosto*.
Saturday, November 9th
For reservations apply
Wharf Office

Sea View Garage, Inc. EASTERN
steMntxhip lines

WHEN WE ARE GONE YOU CAN MAKE YOUR PAYMENTS TO OUR BANGOR STORE

Participate

Store Open

In This

8 A. M. to

Great Bargain
8.30 P. M.

Festival!
FURNITURE COMPANY

283 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

